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ABSTRACT 
The influence of composition on the structure and on the elec-
tric and magnetic properties of amorphous Pd-Mn-P and Pd-Co-P prepared 
by rapid quenching techniques were investigated in terms of (1) the 3d 
band filling of the first transition metal group, (2) the phosphorus 
concentration effect which acts as an electron donor and (3) the transi-
tion metal concentration. 
The structure is essentially characterized by a set of poly-
hedra subunits essentially inverse to the packing of hard spheres in 
real space . Examination of computer generated distribution functions 
using Monte Carlo random statistical distribution of these polyhedra 
entities demonstrated tile reproducibility of the experimentally ca 1 cu-
lated atomic distribution function. As a result, several possible 
"structura 1 parameters" are proposed such as: the number of nearest 
neighbors, the metal - to-metal distance, the degree of short-range order 
and the affinity between metal-metal and metal-metalloid. It is shown 
that the degree of disorder increases from Ni to Mn . Similar behavior 
is observed with increase in the phosphorus concentration . 
The magnetic properties of Pd-Co-P alloys show that they are 
ferromagnetic with a Curie temperature between 272 and 399°K as the 
cobalt concentration increases from 15 to 50 at.%. Below 20 at. % Co the 
snort-range exchange interactions which produce the ferromagnetism are 
unable to establish a long-range magnetic order and a peak in the 
magnetization shows up at the lowest temperature range . The electric 
res i sti vi ty measurements were performed from 1 i quid hel i urn temperatures 
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up to the vicinity of the melting point (900°K). The thermomagnetic 
analysis was carried out under an applied field of 6.0 kOe. The 
electrical resistivity of Pd-Co-P shows the coexistence of a Kondo-
like minimum with ferromagnetism. The minimum becomes less important 
as the transition metal concentration increases and the coefficients 
of in T and T2 become smaller and strongly temperature dependent. 
The negative magnetoresistivity is a strong indication of the exis -
tence of localized moment. 
The temperature coefficient of resistivity which is positive 
for Pd- Fe-P , Pd-Ni-P, and Pd-Co- P becomes negative for Pd- Mn-P . It is 
possible to account for the negative temperature dependence by the 
localized spin fluctuation model and the high density of states at the 
Fenni energy which becomes maximum between Mn and Cr. The magnetiza-
tion curves for md-~ln-m are typical of those resulting from the 
interplay of different exchange forces. The established relationship 
between susceptibility and resistivity confirms the localized sp in 
fluctuation model. The magnetoresistivity of Pd-Mn-P could be inter-
preted in tenns of a short-range magnetic ordering that could arise 
from the Rudennan-Kittel type interactions . 
-vi-
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The technique for quenching liquid alloys at very high rates of 
cooling in the range of 103 to 108 °C/sec has led to the synthesis of 
three types of new alloys, namely supersaturated solid solution, 
crystalline phases~which do not exist under equilibrium conditions, 
and amorphous alloys . The latter type of alloy phases which is 
studied in this essay , represents the ultimate in quenching rate since 
the atomic arrangement present in the liquid state is retained after 
solidification. 
Although the number of amorphous alloys obtained so far by 
liquid quenching is not large enough to formulate definite rules 
governing the occurrence of an amorphous phase, four observations were 
formulated by Professor Pol Duwez1 as follows: 1) Alloys with com-
position around the eutectic point were found to have a greater chance 
to solidify to an amorphous state provided the eutectic is steep, 
meaning that the eutectic temperature is low with respect to the me lt-
ing point of the predominant metallic constituent . 2) The "confus ion 
principle" which states that an alloy containing a large number of 
different atoms has a greater capacity to prevent the normal process 
of crystallization. 3) The "covalent bonding condition" \'lhich sug-
gests that as a condition for glass formation from the liquid state a 
certain amount of covalent bonding is required . 4) A rather high 
viscosity in the liquid state . These observations lead to the support 
of the theory of Cohen and Turnbull 2 on glass formation. According to 
Cohen et al, impurity addition seems to raise the free energy of the 
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crystalline states in a system more than the energy of the amorphous 
state and thus increases the tendency for glass formation . 
Many attempts were made to describe the short-range order 3-5 
existing in amorphous materials. A crystalline fcc and hcp6 were 
first proposed as a possible description. Then a quasi -crystalline 
model 7 based on the intermetallic compound Pd4P gave a better agree-
ment for Pd-Ni-P and Pd-Fe-P. The weakness of this approach is that 
it does not take into consideration the fact that atoms have been 
moved independently from each other and that a main criterion for the 
structure is to account not only for the size and concentration of 
the constituents but also for the affinity between metal and metalloids . 
We are then left with the hard sphere model 8 which favors the attrac-
tive potential between the spheres as a guiding criterion, while the 
repulsive potential is favored by the Bernal 9 model packing structure. 
The anomalous electrical properties of amorphous alloys con -
taining a transition metal were qualitatively explained by F.riedel 10 
and Anderson11 in terms of localized virtual bound state model (v.b . s.). 
In this concept, conduction electrons are polarized through s-d 
h . t t. 12 G . 13 1 . d th . t. 't . . exc ange 1n erac 1on err1tsen exp a1ne e res1s 1v1 y m1n1mum 
by postulating that the transition metal introduces spatially local-
ized states with energies near the Fermi energy. Kasuya 14 , Schmitt15 
and Yosida16 developed various theories based on a perturbing poten-
tial consisting of spin-dependent and spin-independent interactions 
between the 4s conduction electrons and the 3d electrons localized on 
the transition metal atom . Kondo17 explains the resistivity minimum 
observed in these alloys from a simplified s-d exchange model 
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consisting of localized spins and conduction electrons. He obtained 
the spin contribution to the resistivity term E~ ~n T) by calculating 
the transition probability to the second Born approximation . The 
resistivity minimum is therefore the combined effect of this logarithmic 
term with the electron -phonon contribution to the resistivity. Some 
revised theories along this l ine of thought have been proposed by 
Nagaoka18 , Suhl and Wong19 and by Hamann 20 . Recently Rivier, Zuckermann 
v .• .1 21 
and SunJlC overcame the sharp and unphysical boundary between magnetic 
and nonmagnetic impurities in the Friedel -Anderson theory by replacing 
it with a smooth transition between slow and fast localized spin fluc -
tuation regi mes (LSF) . In this model the time scale of the LSF is 
clearly important , as it is implied that the resistivity is de.termined 
by only the time - average cross section and the magnet i c susceptibility 
by the time- average polarization . This is va l id only if the LSF are 
fast compared with other relevant times . On the other hand , if the LSF 
are slow enough, the conditions become very close to the Friedel -
Anderson condition where the magnetic moments have sufficient ti me to 
equilibrate or to flip the spin of a conduction el ectron . The magneto-
resistivity in the amorphous alloys is generally negative and follows 
similar lines to Yosida16 theory. The magnetic properties are quite 
complicated and can be described best by the Blandin22 regime involving 
co l lective and random distr i bution of magnetic spins . 
The specific objectives of this thesis are: 1) To prepare 
amorphous alloys of composition Pd-Mn-P and Pd- Co-P , and study the 
structure , electric and magnetic properties i n terms of a varied con-
centration of transition metal as well as a varied concentration of 
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glass former. 2) To study the mechanism of electrical conduction in 
tenns of "d band" filling by going across the first d transition metals 
and by electron transfer from the phosphorus . 3) To study the mag-
netoresistivity as well as the magnetic behavior of amorphous alloys 
and thus shed some light on the behavior of a metallic transition atom 
carrying moment, on short range magneti c orders, on the magnitude of 
exchange interactions and superexchange forces . 4) To build a struc-
tural model for the amorphous metallic alloys and attempt to study the 
effect of exchange anisotropy and local atomic environment on the 
atomic moment of Co and Mn. 5) To establish the mechanism and tem-
perature of ordering. 
An added interest is in tenns of the future practical applica-
tions of these materials. Some amorphous alloys have proved to have 
very unusual electrical and magnetic properties and the size limitation 
has not any serious consequences, as they could be used as components 
of integrated miniature circuits, magnetic films, magnetic memories, 
as well as a choice material for high resistance with low coefficient 
of expansion . The amorphous alloys should be considered as a choice 
material for thennometers, magnetic switches, and gages in high radia-
tion regions . Also the already observed high strength of supersatu-
rated solid solutions opens new fields for engineering applications. 
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II. ALLOY AND SPECIMEN PREPARATION 
The amorphous Pd-Mn-P and Pd-Co-P alloys were obtained by rapid 
quenching from the liquid state using the "piston and anvil" method23 . 
The alloys were prepared by "reactive sintering" techniques based on 
powder metallurgy as these alloys contain large amounts of phosphorus 
and could not be obtained by direct melting of the constituents. The 
Mn was electrolitically pure, the Pd was 99.99% pure, lot R- 728 No. 
162. Englehard;contained a maximum of 26 p.p .m. Fe, and the cobalt 
was spectrographically standardized to 99 . 99% pure, laboratory No. 
W.899 Johnson, Matthey and Co., London . The phosphorus was reagent 
grade red amorphous powder, lot No. 35, 427 Baker Chemical Co . , 
Phillipsburg, New Jersey. The elements were carefully weighed and 
mixed . A total of 2 grams of mixed powder was consolidated into a 
briquet in a l/4 inch diameter steel die under a pressure of 50 . 000 
psi. The sintering was carried out in an evacuated pyrex capsule at 
a slowly increasing temperature up to 500°C at an average rate of 
heating of 20°C/hour, so that the reaction between phosphorus and the 
metal could proceed in the solid state until all the phosphorus was 
combined into a stable phosphide. The pyrex tubes were then opened 
to release whatever gas pressure might be present . The sample was 
then placed in evacuated quartz tubes and heated to a temperature near 
the melting point about 560°C to 600°C where it was kept for about 3 
days and then taken out of the furnace. 
The sintered briqueted alloy was then melted in quartz crucibles 
in an induction furnace under an argon atmosphere and the melt was cast 
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into several 2 mm diameter rods by sucking the liquid alloy into a 
quartz tube. No noticeable reaction occurred between the melt and the 
quartz crucible which indicated that the phosphorus was entirely com-
bined into stable phosphide before melting occurred . The rods were 
then broken into pieces of appropriate .size for use in the quenching 
process. Full details may be found elsewhere. 
The amorphous state of the alloys was obtained by quenching 
from the liquid state. The "piston and anvil" technique was used where 
a small globule of liquid alloy was contained in a fused silica tube 
for about 30 seconds before quenching. This time is short enough to 
prevent reaction between the liquid alloys and the fused silica tube . 
Every foil used in the present study was carefu l ly checked by x- ray 
monochromatized molybdenum radiation,and microcrystal s, if any, could 
be detected by weak Bragg reflections superimposed to the broad maximum . 
The amorphous foil quenched from the liquid state for Pd-Mn - P 
and Pd- Co- P were about 2. 5 em in diameter and 40 to SM~ thick. From 
these foils a rectangular specimen of about 40 x 4 mm was cut for 
resistivity measurements. Current potential leads, made of 0.005" Pt 
wires were spot welded to the specimen. For the magnetic susceptibility 
measurements , few 3 mm diameter wafers were obtained by a punch of the 
amorphous fo i l and a total amount of about 2 to 10 mg i n weight was 
used . 
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III. STRUCTURE INVESTIGATION BY X-RAY DIFFRACTION 
OF LOCAL ORDER IN AMORPHOUS METALLIC ALLOYS 
Since the theoretical foundation of radial distribution analy-
sis of liquid diffraction patterns were laid in 1927 by Zernicke and 
P . 24 . t . 1 h . d r1ns , progress 1n appara us, exper1menta tee n1ques an computer-
ized methods of calculation have ensured a greater reliability and 
hence greater confidence in the method as a means of evaluating a 
structu~e of amorphous alloys. 
A brief discussion of the theory and a detailed analysis of 
the procedure to identify, isolate and correct for the errors that 
lead to parasitic undulations in the probability distribution functions 
is described . 
A. Notion of Amorphous Structure 
Th d II h II II f II 1 k • e wor amorp ous means no onn or ac 1ng structure. 
Therefore all solids composed of crystals of size lower than the dif-
fraction power or separation of the optical instrument have to be 
assumed amorphous . Bernal defines the liquid state as "an assembly 
of atoms irregular, coherent and homogeneous" . 
So if we imagine a model made of spheres, we will view the 
first nearest neighbor of an atom taken as origin to be slightly dis-
placed with respect to its ideal position in a crystalline phase, and 
the disorder grows increasingly as we go further and further away from 
the atom taken as origin. l~e can solve this vocabulary problem if we 
adopt a molecular model with an identity unit practically unchanged 
and undefonned. This solid is called amorphous if these molecular 
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units are not periodically placed in space. 
The degree of structure in solids as well as in liquids can be 
deduced from an analysis of their diffraction patterns . 
In general, one distinguishes between the small-angle scatter-
ing (the scattering close to the primary beam), and the large angle 
scattering which includes all angles of scattering other than the small 
angle. The large angle scattering is governed by the atomic distribu-
tion function W(r) which represents the number of j - type atoms per 
unit volume at the distance r from an i-type atom averaged over all 
i-atoms in the sample, and the size of the diffracting domains; whereas 
the small-angle scattering is a consequence of the size of the hetero-
geneities in the atomic densities in the sample--that is , by the size 
of the diffracting domains if they are sufficiently separated by 
regions of low or zero atomic densities . 
If now we try to distinguish between liquids, microcrystalline 
and amorphous structure, Figs. 1 and 2, we find that there are four 
features to look for : (a) At very low angles, the small size of the 
crystals makes a high intensity peak appear, which is not found in the 
liquid state . This part of the curve has no relation with the internal 
structure of the grain, but with its size and its exterior shape . 
(b) The first peak height is weaker for the scattering of the powder 
than it is for the liquid. (c) The width of the first peak measured 
at hal f height is greater for the powder sample . (d) The intensity 
of the different peaks is damped much more rapidly in the liquid 
curve . 
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l.A- Liquid l.B - Micr ocrystal ine powder 
l.C - S ing le c r ystal 
Fig . 1. Two-dimensional representation of an assembly of atoms 
grouped into 3 types of struc t ure (Ref . 25). 
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3 9 
Fig. 2. Coherent intensity of a liquid m2tal (solid line) and a 
system of microcrystals (dashed line) (Ref . 25) . 
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The techniques that are used have been used by Debye and then by 
Zernicke and Prins24 and many others26 . The mathematical background 
is therefore well known and accepted by nm-1. The diffraction spectrum 
of amorphous alloys l eads, after appropriate corrections, to an inter-
ference function. This function, through a Fourier transformation, 
yields an atomic or electronic radial di s tribution function. This 
process is rather straightforward in a monoatomic system, but requires 
some approximations in multicomponent alloy systems. 
B. Theoretical Review 
1. Theoretical Aspect of the Structure Determination of an 
Amorphous A 11 oy 
The total scattered intensity !scattered (in arbitrary units) 
at a given angle, consists of the coherent scattered intensity 
!coherent plus the incoherent intensity !incoherent due to Compton 
scattering and a background intensity !background . All of these are 
also affected by a polarization factor P(2e) and an absorption factor 
A(2e). The total scattering intensity i s given by the following 
equation: 
The most important term is the coherent scattered intens ity Ic which 
leads to the atomic di stribution function. 
By definition, the diffracting power It(K) of a diffracting 
object is the ratio of the measured diffracted rays of the object to 
the isolated electron5. The diffraction power i s reported to unitary 
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atom, by taking the diffracted power of the object and dividing it by 
the number of atoms. Now if a sample is made of very many grains 
placed in an x-ray beam, how can we calculate its scattering power? 
Debye suggested that the total diffracted power of an amalgamation of 
identical objects each containing N atoms, distributed at random, 
is equivalent to the mean value with respect to time of the scattering 
factor of a s i mple object if we take, with respect to the beam, all 
the possible different orientations with an equa l probability in each 
orientation. The scattered intensity in e l ectron units is therefore: 
1s ca ttered ( K) = ~ ~ f.f. 1 J 1 J 
(sin Kr .. ) lJ 
Kr .. 
1J 
(2) 
where K = 4 sin e A and r .. lJ i s the interatomic distance between atom 
i and atom j , the summation being extended to the entire solid . 
Equation (2) can be rewritten as 
1s ca ttered ( K) 2 
s in Kr .. 
= N[ 'i' x
1
.f
1
. +I x. I f.f.( K 1J)] ~ i 1 J11 1 J rij (3) 
where N is the total number of atoms in the sample and x. is the 
1 
atomic concentration of e l ement i . In the present case i goes 
from 1 to 3 (Pd, Mn, P) and j means all the atoms in the system 
except the· chosen atom i . The diffracted intensity, when corrected 
for polarization and absorption , becomes the sum of only the coherent 
scattered intensity Ic , the Compton modified scattering line and 
the backg round Ib : 
-13-
. ( 4) 
As far as absorption is concerned, the thickness of the speci-
men is calculated for both CuKa radiation (Table 1, 2 and 3) and 
chosen experimentally to be considered as infinitely thick so that the 
absorption factor A is independent of angle. Also the use of a dif-
fracted beam monochromator removes most of the fluorescent radiation 
as well as Compton modified scattering at high angles27 , leaving only 
a small part of the incoherent and background intensities which 
act together and will be called from now on "effective background 
For the polarization factor P for LiF monochromator at a 
Bragg angle e corresponding to a 200 reflection 
P = (1 + cos2s cos 22e) 
(1 + cos22S) 
Equation (1) could be written 
( I /P-I )a = Ic (el ectron unit) scattered B 
I II B . 
(5) 
(6) 
where all quantities are functions of 2e or h~ which i s the modulu s 
of the scattering vectorJ except a 
The normalization constant a converts the coherent intensity 
from arbitrary units into that of electron units per atom of the alloy, 
and is determined by the hi gh angle method26 assuming the following 
"atomic gas" rel ation to be valid 
for K > 17. 1~ -l 
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For the amorphous alloy (3) can be written as follows 28•29 : 
(X) 
The coefficient Nm is a constant coefficient assumed to be equal to 
the effective number of electrons for atoms of type m and can be 
approximated to: 
Nm = 
f m(K) 
f e (K) 
where X I fm 
fe = m m E~ xmzm) 
fe(K) is the effective scattering factor per electron, zm is the 
atomic number, fm the atomic scattering factor corrected for 
1 d · · 30 • 31 d f ( K) . th ff t. tt . anoma ous 1spers1on an e 1s e e ec 1ve sea enng 
factor per electron . 
If we denote am, an and ap to be the number of atoms of 
Pd, Mn and P in an interval dr at a radial distance r from the 
center of any atom m , and define 
(8) 
(9) 
and 
1 p(r) dr = ~ L am 
4nr m 
(1 0) 
it can be seen by comparison of (9) and (10) that the ratio of g(r) 
to p(r) may be equated to the total number of effective electrons 
per atom 
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(11) 
We may as well define g0 (r) to be the average electronic density 
and p0 (r) to be average atomic density in the all oy and obey a 
similar relation to that of (14). 
where 
Using relations (7) and (11), we may write (8) as 
00 
K[a(K) - 1] = J 4nr[ p(r) - p0 ] s in Kr dr 
0 
a ( K) = 1 + 
(I c- ~ xmf~F 
2 (xmfm )2 
m 
Equation (1 3) is cal l ed by some the interference function, but in 
thi s s tudy the interfe rence function I(K) is defined as 
I( K) = a(K) - 1 
(1 2) 
( 13) 
( 14) 
2. The Correspondence by the Fouri er Transformation between 
the Interference Function and the Atomic Distribution 
Function 
The number of atoms in cluded in a shel l of thickness dr i s 
4nr2p(r) d(r) The interference function I(K) using rel ations (1 2), 
(1 3) and (14) and performing the Fourie r inversion becomes 
00 
W(r) =; f K[I(K)] sin Kr dK 
0 
where W(r) i s the atomic distribution function with 
( 15) 
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(16) 
Going from equation (12) to (15 ) would have been impossible by direct 
Fourier inversion as our system is not a monatomic alloy, so a solu-
tion suggested by Warren28 , and since then comnonly used32 • 33 , was 
assumed .. It consists of using a reduced scattered factor as shown in 
equations (10) and (11). So p(r) as used is really a weighted 
average atomic density function and it could be written explicitly in 
terms of a pair distribution function 
where the w~i g hting factor W is mn 
34 Pmn ( r) 
(17) 
( 18) 
To be able to perform the Fourier transform of (14) we had to assume 
Wmn independent of K This is true only in a "perfect powder" con-
taining a great number of grains distributed randomly. This is how an 
amorphous alloy is visualized, and the error introduced into the 
atomic distribution function W(r) due to the assumption of a 
constant Wmn becomes vanishingly small as complete randomness is 
approached: 
With the above assumptions in mind, the atomic distribution func-
tion W(r) is a convolution-broadened weighted average sum of six 
pair of atomic distribution functions 35 corresponding to the combina-
tions Pd-Pd, Mn-Mn, P-P, Pd- ftn, Pd-P, and Mn-P. 
-17-
c. Experimental Procedure 
The Pd-Mn-P alloys were prepared by the piston and anvil quench-
ing method and varied in thickness between 40 and 55\.l. To avoid the 
correction for any angular dependence on the absorption, the mass 
absorptipn coefficients for the compositions investigated by CuKa. and 
MoKa. radi ation were calculated and tabulated in Table 1. From the 
va 1 ues of \.l/ p and the density of the a 11 oys ( 1 Og/ cm2) only three to 
four foils were judged necessary for fV!oKa. radiation and one foil was 
judged more than necessary for CuKa. radiation to eliminate the neces-
sity of including an absorption factor in the present analys i s. 
The speci~enI consisting of four foils glued together with 
thinned Duco cement on a bakelite substrate, was mounted on the sample 
holder of a G.E. diffractometer with vertical axis after a series of 
steps to insure against the presence of any possibl e microcrystalline 
peaks. First each foil was carefully checked by taking its x-ray 
diffraction pattern in the regio n of the first broad band with MoKa., 
then carefully checked by scanning the first diffraction maximum with 
CuKa. radiation between 30° and 50° in 28 angle value . The diffrac-
tometer moved at the rate of 0.04°/min and an intensity reading was 
automatically plotted on an H-P chart recorder every 100 seconds, 
whi ch corresponds to a 28 interval of 0.066°. Any crysta lline phase 
could be detected by the presence of a few weak but relatively sharp 
peaks superimposed upon the smooth broad band characteristic of the 
aroorphous phase. The x-ray diffraction patterns used in this study 
were recorded using a G.E. diffractomete r fitted with a double curva-
ture Li F crystal monochromator located on the diffracted beam to 
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eliminate KS , the white spectrum, the fluorescent scattering34 , and 
most of the incoherent scattering, although not a11 36 •37 . The units 
were run under 45 KV and 38 rnA, to provide a sufficient intensity. The 
incident beam was collimated by a system of slits which allowed dif-
ferent beam divergences. As it takes ten days to record the entire 
diffraction pattern of each alloy, the unit was made to run until 
satisfactory reproduction confirmed the stabi lity of the x-ray tubes, 
the scintillation counter which was checked using a radioactive 
source, the associated el ectrical circuitry, and the pulse height 
analyzer which acted as detector. The pulse height analyzer was 
adjusted to eliminate A/2 which is l et through the monochromator. 
The contribution of intensity due to A/2 was checked to be of the 
order of 15 counts/sec to 10,000 counts/sec for Ka which is indeed 
negligible; in the absence of pulse height analyzer the A/2 con-
tribution was sti ll small, although 10 times the above value. The 
stability of the equipment was within 1% for periods of time up to 
120 hours. 
The diffraction pattern was recorded in the range 12° ~ 28 ~ 68° 
with a scanning rate of 0.02° per 100 sec and then 63° < 28 < 163° 
at the rate of 0.04° per 100 seconds. The beam dive rgence employed 
was 1°. The number of counts was printed every 1000 sec with a 
Beckman p~interK The total time for a complete scan was 139 hours . 
Before the data were fed to the computer , the intensity vs. 28 curves 
were plotted on a l arge scale graph paper to make sure that the 
curves were smooth and no failure occurred in the electric recording 
equipment. The stabi 1 i ty of the system was better than 1. 2% per 
-22-
period of 96 hours . 
D. Treatment of Data 
1. Interference Function 
From experimenta l measurements we obtain the scattered diffrac-
tion in~en s ity ! scattered which when properly corrected as menti oned 
previously gives the !coherent : 
a) The convers ion of measured intens i ty to unitary scattering 
power, in e l ectron units per atom i s cal l ed normalization of the 
intens ity . b) The integration from zero to infinity of the function 
I( K) i s limited experimentally to K Thi s l eads on the Fou r ier max· 
transformed function W(r) to the appearance of a phenomenon known 
as termination effect. c) Th e change of the integral to a sum gives 
the diffi cul t choice of imposing the range of values of the vari abl es. 
d) The atomi c distributi on function obtained by this method does not 
allow reconstitution of the i mage of the structure in real space, 
because the instrument of measurement used registers variation of 
intens i ty only; that i s, the sq uare of the amp li tude of the diffracted 
waves. Also tne phase of those waves which are necessary to ca l cu l ate 
the interference function in real space i s not known. So the atomic 
di stri bution funct i on (equation (1 8 )) is zero for all distances 
small er than the distance between first nearest neighbors and shows 
some characteri sti c osc illati ons representing the degree of short 
range order which vanish as the distance of separati on increases. 
-23-
2. Normali zat ion Errors 
. , 
The scattering power reported to unity is obtained generally 
by .identifying the magnitude of the measured intens ity at hi gh angles 
to the s um of the coherent Compton scattering of the el ements . In 
fact, the interference i s negligible at these high angles, due to the 
disordered structu re at high distances. This method of normal i zation 
has the inaccuracy that at high angles the scatter ed intens ity becomes 
weak; the error comnitted in evaluat i ng the diffracted intens i ty with 
respect to background increases with the angle. 
The convers ion of experimental values to absolute intensity 
values in electron uni ts introduces errors which cou ld not be e limin-
ated. 
a. Methods used to reduce the errors in normalization. 
Averbach, Strong and Kap low38 suggested a method based on the 
fact that the atomi c distribution fun ct ion W(r) shou ld not oscill ate 
for values of r sma ll er than the first nearest neighbors and shou l d 
be a strai ght line of s lope -1 before the bottom of the first peak. 
Any deviation from a strai ght line in this region results from 
parasitic effects . Thi s i s why published dist ribution functions have 
an obliterated beginning . Some obliterate the beginning under the 
pretext or assumpt ion that the beginning i s without use or physical 
significance. Here it will be shown qu ite the opposite, that by the 
analysis of those oscillations it will be possible to l earn how to 
correct the normali zation. 
-24-
Assume that after a l ong and tedious process of correction of 
I(K) an atomic distribution function W(r) was reached which does 
not have any oscillation at the st rai ght line of slope -1 of the 
curve. To thi s atomi c di stribution function W(r) corresponds an 
interference fun ction I(K) , and consequently a coefficient a of 
norma 1 i za t ion. 
Averback and Kaplow varied k by a few percent around the 
correct value, and us ing this modifi ed value of k , calculated the 
interference function. The resu l t of this effort was to s how the 
addition of a rapidly damping oscill atory wave , which imposes itself 
on W(r) By subtr action of the mutual fun ction from the modifi ed 
k funct ion we i sol ate the phenomenon due to the deviation with 
nonnalizat ion \'Jhich i s shown in Fig. 3 by varying 1% on the nonnali za-
By varying k by a f ew percent 
around the real value of a , we can study the different atomi c dis-
tributi on f unctions obtai ned relative to each value of k . Using 
thi s approach we noti ced the following: 
1. Beyond the first maximum, the effect i s very weakly sens i -
tive, t he amp litude of the first peak varies s lightl y but 
th e ampli t udes of the othe r peaks are affected unnoticeably. 
Al so parasitic undul at i ons add themselves to the whole 
curve and are especially noti ceab l e in the first few peaks. 
2. Before the first nea res t neighbor, the first osci l l ati on is 
very sens itive to k and di sappears for k = 1. 042. The 
normali zation should therefore be considered as acceptable 
when the parasitic oscillations di sappea r close to r = 0 . 
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3. It will be seen that the termination errors add to the 
normalization error at high values of r only . 
As far as normalization is concerned, a remark found in (Pd83Mn17 )P23 
(Fig. 15) should be noted. In this case a peak noticeable at 
r = PKTM~ remains and is not due to an erroneous nonnalization, as it 
is not located at the beginning of the decreasing slope and, as will 
be seen later, is not due to the cut-off of the interference function 
as the effects of this phenomenon are satellites of decreasing ampli-
tude as we move further off the first peak in both directions, so this 
can be attributed only to a new parasitic phenomenon which is a defec-
tive experimental intensity datum. 
3. Influence of the Termination Errors on I(K) and W(r) 
The Fourier integration of the interference function I(K) ends 
for K =experimental Kmax. t-1athematically, the integration from 
zero to infinity is acting on the product of the interference function 
I ( K) multiplied by a function M(K) such as M(K) = 1 for K > K 
- max 
and M(K) = 0 for K > K . 
·max Or a characteristic of the Fourier 
transform is that the transform of the product of two functions is 
equal to the product of convolution of the transfonn of the two func-
tions. 
Transf I(K) · M(K) = Transf I(K) GJ Transf M(K) 
The transform of M(K) is of the form 
T(r} = sin(2nKr) x constant 2nKr ( 19) 
-27-
Therefore the consequence of the termination phenomenon is to make 
appear on each side of every maximum in W(r} , a seri es of secondary 
maxima of periodicity 1/~ax · 
tion 
a. Method used to reduce the termination errors 
Until recently7•39 the method was to multiply I(K) by a func-
-A2 
e before doing the Fourier transform. This had the effect 
of damping W(r) more or l ess rapidly depending on the chosen value 
of A . The thermal vibration of the samp l e obeys a similar function. 
For this reason this factor i s called the artific ial coefficient of 
temperature. The effect of such a manipulation is shown in Fig. 4(0) 
and it is noticed that although the satellites have completely dis-
appeared on W(r) the str ipes have been enlarged drastically with 
los s of intensity. It i s conceived, therefore, that with this tech-
nique meaningful details have been eliminated which cou ld be extremely 
useful if the atomic function was cleared from normalization and 
termination errors; otherwise the information becomes extremely elusive. 
To this unsatisfactory method, two methods are preferred. The 
first one is very tedious as its basic concept is the following: 
Let I1(K} be a known experimental interference function, known 
until K 
·max its Fourier transform is w1(r). Suppose that the 
normalization correction has been done and that in the interval between 
0 < r < r 1 first nearest neighbors, some parasitic oscillations per-
sist, coming froo1 the termination effect. Let us replace the beginning 
by a straight line that joins the bottom of the first maximum peak and 
goes through the middle of most of the oscillations. Let I 2(K) be 
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this modified function. The inverse transform of is done to 
It is noticed consequently that is different 
from I1(K) in two ways: 
1 ) for K < K • 
·max · i s not superimposable to 
as the suppression of the parasites on w1(r) contains an indeter-
mination as to the point where the ideal slope meets the bottom of the 
first peak. 
2) for K > K • 
·max · contains an extension made of 
oscillations slowly decreasing in intensity and could be consider ed a 
make up for the cut-off error. 
This method is extreme ly useful to extract information that gets mixed 
up with the parasitic effect beyond the first peak. 
The parasitic undulations are then eliminated from w1(r) by 
varying the amplitude of the calcul ated satellites. 
The second method i s to give I(K) above K = 17.2 more and 
more close values to zero as the K limit boundary is approached. 
4. Choice of the Interval 6K in the Numerical Integration 
It has been proved40 that the substitution of the integral by a 
summation l eads to a periodic Fourier transform function of period 
1 l/6K that goes to zero at r = m 26K . Outside the interval 
( - 1- - 1-) the function repeats itself identically to what it is 
- 26K'26K 
inside the interval. It therefore becomes conveni ent to choose the 
distance r until which the information is desirable, and 6K can 
be deduced easily. For this work, the study is carried up to r = 20g 
-30-
= r . m1n 
1 
OS~ax 
~ax = 1 = MKMOR~ - l 2 X OM~ 
but 6K was chosen as MKM1~ -l so as to insure that the information 
is as precise and as original as possible until OM~ K 
5. Remarks on Compton Scattering Effect 
The incoherent scattering of Pd, Mn, and P in amounts propor-
tional to their respective percentages had to be subtracted. The 
gaseous scattering factors were used, in spite of our awareness of the 
fact that they differ experimentally from their sum effect in the 
solid. Three models are possible to take account of the Compton 
scattering: 
(1) The Mn, Pd and Pare totally segregated 
(2) The P, Mn, Pd form an ideal disordered solution. In this 
case the pho sphorus is randomly distributed and it i s 
proved41 that the scattering power is made of two terms 
fn being the scattering factor of a fictitious atom whose 
scattering factor i s equal to the average of the scattering 
factors of Pd, Mn, P, taken into acc1 unt percentage-wi se. 
N{f2 - (f )2} i s the additional Compton scattering du e to 
n n 
the difference in scattering factors between scattering 
-31-
centers. 
(3) Mn, Pd and P form a solid sol ution but the atoms of phos-
phorus are not randomly distributed. In this approach the 
diffracted intens ity vari es according to the arrangement 
of the three types of atoms, one with respect to the others. 
If NMn' NPd and Np are the number of atoms of mangan-
ese, palladium and phospho rous , respectively, and fMn' 
fPd and fp are their scattering factors, it could be 
assumed that [NMn(NMn-1)]/2] couples of Mn-Mn are affected 
by the (fMn) 2 factors, NMn x Np couples of Mn-P with the 
coeffici ent fMn x fp, and [Np(Np-l)]/2 couples P-P with 
2 the coefficient (fp) , etc. But as it is not possible to 
identify which of the nine pairs mentioned above contri-
butes most, and if the diffracted intens ity is taken into 
consideration, the interference function could be written 
as 
(20) 
6. Magnitude of Thermal Vibrat ion Effect 
As seen, the thermal vibration modifies the interference func-
-AK2 tion by a f4ctor e To have an idea of the orders of magnitude 
" ,, involved let us calculate the val ue of the constant A for pal l adium 
at 20°C ( 293°K). 
The scattering factor for an element at the temperature T i s 
modified with respec t to its value fR calculated at an angle e by 
-32-
the following relation 
( 21 ) 
B is the Debye factor for this element. It is constituted of two 
terms 
B = B + B o T (22) 
80 corresponds to the thermal agitation, not zero, at zero degrees 
absolute, and BT is the temperature factor. The International 
Tables give for palladium at 20°C: B = 0.105 + 0.365 = 0.470 ; and as 
(23) 
the obtained damping factor is 
This has enlarged all the peaks of W(r) while their amplitudes were 
diminished. 
7. Method Used for Density Determination of Amorphous Thin 
Foils (Experiments done by P. S. Schluter) 
This method requires the knowledge of three weig hts: the weight 
of the specimen in air, WA ; the weight of the specimen and its support 
wire while suspended in a liquid of known density (toluene), WT ; the 
weight of the support wire while suspended in the toluene w5 , as 
well as the density of toluene (0 . 96694 gm/cc at 20°C). The weight of 
the specimen alone in thetoluenecan be obtained by subtract ing 
(W5 - WT) . This difference is subtracted from the weight of the 
-33-
specimen in air (WA), yielding an equivalent weight of the toluene 
displaced by the volume of the specimen . As the density of the 
toluene i s known, one can calculate the volume of the specimen and 
thus obtain the density: 
a. Procedure 
The maximum size of the samp l e was limited by the size of the 
glass vial that contains the toluene, which was 1.4 em diameter and 
2.2 em cylindrical height. Its weight was about 100 mg for optimum 
accuracy on the Cahn electrobalance. A small hole of the order of 
1 mm diameter or smaller was drill ed in the speci men to accomnodate 
the supporting wire. All thin fla ky sections of the specimen were 
removed so that no break-off during the weighting and immersion of 
the sample in the toluene occur. The specimen and suspens ion wire 
were thoroughly cleaned with proper solvents to remove any glue or 
cement residues and rinsed with suitable reagent grade solvent. 
Finally the spec imen was dried in vacuum for a few hours to evaporate 
the last trace of the so lvents. 
During all phases of weighing and immersion the specimen and 
suspension wire were handled with a pair of forceps. After the free 
air weig ht of the speci men was determined, the specimen was suspended 
from its support hook. This wire was not over 2 mil in diameter and 
was absolutely free of any kinks and as straight as possible. The 
handling of the wire was made at either end and never in the middle 
section whi ch interacts with the surface of the toluene. About 20 ml 
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of degassed reagent grade toluene was poured into the dispenser flask 
before applying a vacuum to the system, so as to prevent any air from 
entering the vacuum system. The purpose of this is to insure that 
only toluene molecules are present in the vacuum system and that 
toluene will fill every tiny crack and pore of the specimen, enhanc-
ing the accuracy of the determination. The results are listed in 
Tables IV and V, and a graphical representation is shown in Figs.5 and 6. 
b. Estimate of errors 
The greatest contribution of error arises from the surface 
tension on the support wire. This adds almost 200 ~g to the measured 
mass of a wire 1 mil in diameter, an effect that represents a 10% 
error in the density determination. Hopefully some of this surface 
tension effect was cancelled when the wire in toluene measurement 
was subtracted from the wire plus specimen in toluene measurement. 
So this error might not be that large. Much care was devoted to this 
phase of the experiment, and due to the nonquantitative nature of 
this possibl e error source it was not included in the conventional 
error analysis, hoping that this neglect would be balanced by the 
care exercised during the experiment. The four sources of uncorre-
lated uncertainties in the measurements were 1) each balancing was 
executed to an accuracy of ±3 ~g in terms of the null dial reading; 
2) the linearity of the nulling system was taken to be within 
±0.025% full scale (5 mg); 3) class M weights were used for 11 taring 
weights 11 ; each might include an error of ±5 .4 ~g; 4) the density of 
degassed toluene at 25°C was within ±0.1% of the published value of 
0.86694 at 70°C. The error due to the tolerance on class M weights 
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Table VI. Crys t allite Si ze of Pd-Mn-P 
'. 
Alloy D E~F MoK 
a (R) CuKa 
(Pd85Mn15)7l23 14.344 
( mdUP1~n1TF 77p 23 11.739 16.234 
(Pd8oMn2'o)7l23 11.592 14.329 
(Pd75Mn25 ) 7l23 10.082 13. 569 
(Pd70Mn30)7l23 1 0. 192 13.051 
(Pd65Mn35 )77P23 11.278 12. 819 
(Pd63Mn37 )77p23 11. 142 12. 550 
(Pd6l1n38)7l23 12. 126 
EmdTMr~nPMFUl1T 15.629 
(Pd70Mn30)82p18 11 . 213 14.858 
(Pd70Mn30)81p1 9 14. 536 
(Pd70Mn30)80p20 10.920 13.910 
(Pd70Mn30)79p21 13 .728 
(Pd70Mn30)78p22 13.337 
(Pd70Mn30)77P23 1 o. 192 13.051 
(Pd70Mn30)76p 24 13.258 
(Pd70Mn30)75p25 9.914 13 . 375 
(Pd70Mn30)74p26 13 .220 
(Pd62Mn38 )75p25 12. 937 
-40-
Table VII. Crystallite Size of Pd-Co-P 
Alloy E~F CuKa 
(Pd85c0 l5)80P20 14.896 
(Pd80c0 20)80P2o 14.402 
(Pd75C0 25)80p20 12.758 
(Pd70C0 30)80p20 12.613 
(Pd65C0 35)80p20 12.332 
(Pd60C0 40)80p20 12.297 
(Pd55C0 45)80p20 12.078 
(Pd50C0 50)80p20 11.640 
-41-
were correlated to the non-common tare weights for both WA and WT 
measurements which were taken to be the multiplying factor for the 
class M tolerance. Every other error was considered uncorrelated 
and the total uncertainty was calculated to be in the form, 
8. Attempt to Estimate the Crystalli te Size of Pd-Mn-P and 
Pd-Co-P Amorphous Systems 
From the width of the f irst diffraction peak, which i s related 
to the crystallite size assuming a microcrystalline model by a rela-
tion known as Scherrer formula 
t = 0. 9A 
B cos e8 
where B is the broadening of diffraction line {radians) and t is 
the diameter of the crysta lli tes . The results are shown in Tables 
VI and VI I. 
9. Coordination Number 
Using the radial distribution data g{r) it is possible to 
compute the coordination number CN for the amorphous metal lic alloys 
Pd-Mn-P. Four methods are available in the literature and are used 
by different workers in the field: 
a. symmetrizing the first peak in rg (r) 
b. symmetrizing the first peak in r2g(r) 
c. decomposition of r 2g(r) in to she 11 s 
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d. computation of the area to the first minimum in r 2g(r) 
In the hope of clarifying some of the confusion about this quantity, 
the following remarks will be made for consideration as an incentive 
to standardize the CN computations in future investigations of amor-
phous a1loys. 
Method (a) is based on the fact that rg{r) is a symmetric 
function which has been disproved for many cases42 . Method (b ) is 
based on the assumption that the coordination shells are symmetric 
about a radius, which is cal led rmax in r2g(r). To resolve the 
asymmetry it is suggested43 to fit the r 2g(r) to a Gaussian which is 
not without errors,as the trailing edge of the first peak in r 2g(r) 
extends beyond the symmetrical value of rB+ 6r and any reasonabl e 
extrapolation gives a value of CN which is significantly larger than 
the symmetric r 2g(r) value. Method (c) although the most objective 
i n, concept, as it attempts to decompose the total distribution func-
tion into its constituent shells, is the least objective in arriving 
at a precise value of CN . The reason for this is that the individua l 
shells overlap to such an extent that there is no unique way to resolve 
them. Thus, the CN may easily vary by 20% depending upon how the 
separate coordination shells are constructed. For liquids near their 
me l ting p~intI the extrapolation of the first peak trai l ing edge pre-
sents no serious problems, but for dense l iquids or amorphous alloys 
the decomposition of the total distribution function into its component 
shells is far from obvious . Thus the evaluation of CN by this method 
is stronger in favor of a philosophical approach than a practical one . 
-44-
Method (d) offers a compromise between a more realistic definition and 
a more objective means of computation. It explains and justifies the 
definition of CN to be the average number of atomic centers to be found 
at some distance ±or from a central point taken at random in the 
media~ solid, liquid, or gas. The CN is determined by evaluating the 
integral · 4nr2p0 g(r) out to a distance r• corresponding to the 
first minimum on the high r s ide of the first peak. By so defining 
CN, the fact that the nearest neighbor particles are more li kely to 
stray outward from their equilibrium position than inward toward the 
central or reference particle is recognized. The advantage of this 
method is that the characteristic distance r• may be precisely 
determined, thereby giving an unambiguous value of CN. Therefore, 
other than for comparative studies the value associated with the area 
under the first peak of the function 4nr2p0 g(r)(L xiKi)
2 is used, where 
p is the average number density. A graphical comparison between 
0 
the four methods i s shown in Fig . 7 and the results are listed in 
Tables VIII and IX. Figure 8 represents a sample of g(r) showing the 
limi ts of integration of the calculation for the coordination number . 
10. Direct Correlat ion Function 
Goldstein44 established that C(r) could be rigorously computed 
from the Fourier transform of a function experimentally obtained from 
x-ray diffraction data by the following relation 
(24) 
where C(r) is the direct correlation function (DCF), h(r) =g(r)- 1 
also called the net radial distribution function (NRDF) and p is the 
-45-
Table VIII . Results and Comparative Features of the 
Coordination Number Calculations 
(Pd75Mn25 )P23 CN(atoms ) 
lst Method 11.54 ± 0. 1 
. 
2nd Method 12 . 03 ± 0.4 
3rd Method 12.37 ± 0.4 
4th Method 12.46 ± 0.3 
Table IX. Coordination Number for Pd-Mn-P Amorphous Alloys 
Composition 4th Method CN 
pM Eatoms/~P F CN (first ) 
(Pd85Mnl5)77P23 0.06759 12.53 
(Pd83Mnl7 )77P 23 0.06765 12. 32 
(Pd8oMn20)7l23 0.06778 12. 36 
(Pd75Mn25)77)23 0.06799 12.46 
EmdTM~1nPMFTlOP 0.06822 12.64 
(Pd65Mn35) 7l23 0.06847 12.68 
(Pd63Mn37 )77P 23 0.06857 12.70 
(Pd70Mn3Q)82pl8 0.06849 12.69 
(Pd70Mn30)80p20 0.06839 12 .67 
(Pd70Mn30)7l23 0.06822 12. 64 
(Pd70Mn30)75p25 0.06810 12.62 
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density. Fisher45 provided an interpretation that the correlation 
C(r12) between particle 1 and 2 can be regarded as caused by (a) a 
direct influence of 1 and 2, described by the so-called DCF, C(r12 ) , 
which should be short range and having the range in the pair potential 
U(r) ; and (b) an indirect influence propagated directly from 1 to a 
. 46 
third particle at r3 which in turn exerts its total influence on 
particle 2. The NRDF and DCF are directly related to the observed 
intensity of scattered radiation as shown by Goldstein46 and Fisher45 : 
00 
h(r) = (2n2rp)-l J KI(K) sin (Kr) dK (25) 
0 
00 
C(r) = {2n2rp)-l J KI(K} sin(Kr) dK (26) 
0 [1 +I(K)] 
I(K) is the experimentally measured intensity properly nonnalized and 
corrected. As shown in equation (26), even small errors in the deter-
mination of I(K) for K ~ 0 leads to substantial errors in the kernel 
of the Fourier integral. Here as a trial, the net radial correlation 
function for (Pd75Mn 25 )77P23 was derived, Fig. 9, but some uncer-
tainty was encountered as to the real behavior of the experimental data 
below 29 = 12°. Thi s uncertainty may have been the contributing factor 
in the seemingly anomalous behavior observed in the present investiga-
tion for (Pp75Mn 25 )77P23 . It is interesting to notice that simil ar 
behavior was observed by Johnson and coworkers47 in pure metals includ-
ing Hg, Al and Pb. 
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ll . Electron Microscopy Analysis 
, . 
High resolution bright field and electron diffraction micros-
copy was carried out with a Siemens Elmi scop II. The rapid quenching 
technique has the advantage of providing foil s of uneven thickness 
(Fig. 10) in whi ch there are regions thin enough for direct observa-
tion by transmission electron microscopy without mechanical or 
chemical thinning. The desired 2000 to 4MMM~ thin part was cut and 
put between two copper grids. The instrument was operated under 100 KV 
and 10 microamp beam current. The effective source diameter was 
around 5 x l0-5cm, the illumination angle at the specimen was 5 x 10-6 
rad. The method used i s based on a suggestion by Kitamura48 which 
allows for improvement in angular resolution. For a sample taken at 
random, in this case (Pd75Mn 25 )77P23 , the electron diffraction pattern, 
Fig. 11 reveals a diffused scattered ring perfectly symmetrical, which 
suggests that for those compounds the structure is clearly di sordered 
and typical of an amorphous structure. 
E. Results of the Structure Analysis 
1. Palladium- Manganese-Phosphorus Alloys 
a. Manganese concentrati on effect 
Seven different compos itions of (Pd100_xMnx) 77P23 where 
15 .s. x ~ 38 were investigated by MoKa x-ray radi ation to yield elec-
tronic radial distribution function. Several amorphous bands are 
easily recognizable in the uncorrected diffraction patterns. The 
coherent intensity curves for the sma ll est and l argest concentrations 
of manganeseareshown in Fig. 12. The max ima following the fourth 
• 
-50-
Fig. 10 . Transmi ssion el ectron micrograph of amorphous 
(Pd75Mn 25 )77P23 at the same area of Fig. 11. 
-51-
( b ) ( L) 
Fig. 11. Transmission e l ectron diffraction pattern of amorphous 
(Pd75Mn 25 )77P23 showing diffused rings characteristic of 
amorphous a 11 oys. a-b (top area ), c-d (specimen til ted) . 
-52-
peak are not visible because of the peak of the figure. On the same 
2 figure the average scattering power E n.f., corresponding to indepen-
. 1 1 
1 
dent scattering by the atoms of the alloy is shown by the smoothly 
varying curve, and the resulting interference function I(K) is plot-
ted in Fig. 13. All the numerical r es ults are gathered in Table X. 
The eff~ct of increasing the manganese concentration r esults in a 
decrease in the intensity of the first peak, a broadening of the first 
and second peaks and a smearing in the high value amorphous bands. It 
is significant to note that there is no shoulder on the high angle 
side of the second peak of I(K) . The Fourier inversion was per-
formed according to the method given in III-B.2, after proper correc-
tion for the Compton scattering III -C . Special care was taken to 
reduce the errors due to normalization III-0.2 and termination effP.ct 
JII-0.3. The resulting functions W(r) are shown in Fig . 14, in 
which we could retain the information contained in the maxima at hi gh 
angles of the atomic distribution function by us ing a very small damp-
ing factor thus showing interes ting details of the short range order. 
The horizontal line in I(K) and W(r) represent completely uncor-
related structures . Errors in the determination of the rKot~a li zation 
constant k show up as spurious rippl es in the W(r) plot, especially 
in the region of low values of r . Judging from the sma ll amplitude 
of these ripples it may be concluded that this error \'-las not large , 
thu s enabling us to draw a theoretical straight line whose slope is 
-4nr p0 to obtain the density of the alloy. A comparison of the 
atomic di stribution function density with the experimenta l density 
III-0.7 is shown in Tables IV and V. The atomic radial distribution 
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Fi g . 12. Coherent sca t tered i ntens i ty from an amorphous 
(Pd63Mn37 )77P23 and (Pd85Mn15)77P23 (MoKa rad i ation ). 
The smoothly varying curve represents t he aver age scatter-
i ng power, E xm f~ , corr esponding to independent scatter-
i ng by the atoms of the all oy . 
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4 6 8 10 12 
K (A-1) 
Fig . 13. Interference fu nc tion I( K) f or the amorphous 
(Pd100_xMnx)77P23 (with shifted zeros ) vs . K 
(K=4n si n eA-1) . Hor i zontal li ne at I(K) = 0 wo ul d 
r epresent a compl etely uncorre l ated structure . 
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Fig. 14. Atomic di stri bution function W(r) for amorphous 
(Pd100_xMnx) 77P23 wi th shifted zer os . 
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Table X. Structural Results for Amorphous (Pd-Mn) 77P23 
Ma ximum positions Maximum pos itions 
in I(K) in W(r) 
Kl K2 K3 K4 rl r2 r3 r4 r 2!r1 
(Pd85Mnl 5)7l23 2.74 4.75 7.05 9.53 2.84 5.10 7.25 9.70 1.789 
(Pd83Mnl T)7l23 2.75 4. 78 7.08 9.26 2.84 5.25 7.25 9.70 1.842 
(PdaoMn20)7l23 2.75 4.78 7.16 9.68 2.85 5.35 7.25 9.75 1.877 
(Pd75Mn25)7l23 2.76 4. 78 7.11 9.32 2.85 5.05 7.25 9.65 1. 772 
(Pd70Mn30)7l23 2.76 4.78 7.02 9.42 2.85 5.05 7.25 9.65 1. 772 
(Pd65Mn35)7l23 2. 77 4. 75 7.14 9.58 2.86 5.15 7.25 9.60 1.807 
(Pd63Mn37)7l23 2. 77 4.81 7.08 9.53 2.86 5.25 7.25 9.60 1 .842 
Table XI. Relative Positions of Maxima in I(K) and W(r) 
Ki/K1 r;Jr1 
Alloy composition i =1 i=2 i =3 i =1 i =2 i =3 K1 • r 1 
(Pd85Mnl5)77P23 1. 00 1. 73 2.57 1.00 1. 79 2 .55 7.78 
(Pda3Mnl7 )7l23 1. 00 1. 74 2.57 1. 00 1.85 2.55 7.82 
(PdaoMn20)7l23 1. 00 1. 74 2.60 1. 00 1. 88 2.54 7.84 
(Pd75Mn25)7l23 1. 00 1.73 2.58 1.00 1.77 2. 54 7.87 
(Pd70Mn30)7l23 1. 00 1. 73 2.54 1. 00 1.77 2.54 7.87 
(Pd65Mn35)7l23 1. 00 1. 72 2.58 1. 00 1. 80 2.53 7.93 
(Pd63Mn37)7lp23 1. 00 1.74 2.56 1. 00 1.83 2.53 7.93 
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function (RDF) for (Pd85Mn15 )77 P23 is shown as an example in Fig. 15 
by the oscillating curve . The smoothly rising curve represents the 
average atomic density 4nr2p0 The area under the first peak Fig. 16 
of the reduced radial distribution function g(r) = p(r)/p
0
(r) gives 
the coordination number and the results are shown in Tables VIII and 
IX. The results of the structure investigation with MoKa radiation 
are summarized in Table XI and show rather constant ratios of ri/r1 
and K;!K1 implying a continuity in structural order. The product 
K1·r1 vari es slowly between 7.78 and 7.93 as we increase the mangan-
ese content and appears to fulfill the relationship K1·r1 ~ 8.0 
found in most other amorphous alloys. As shown in Figs. 13 and 14. 
the first peaks I(K) and W(r) are not symmetrical. To anal yze 
this asymmetry, a symmetrica l curve was traced taking the mirror image 
of the left side with respec t to the location of the maximum,dashed 
line Figs . 17 and 18, and the difference between this curve and the 
experimental one i s r epresented by the dotted lines . The metal-to-
metal nea rest neighbor di stances and the maximum in the shoulder on 
the right hand side of the first peak is shown in Fig. 19 as a func-
tion of mang anese concentration. Finally the correlation function 
C(r) was shown in Fig. 9. 
b. Phospho rus concentration effect 
Four different alloys varying in composition between 
18 ~ y ~ 25 in (Pd70Mn30 )100_YPY were invest igated with MoKa and 
CuK radiations. The diffraction pattern showed severa l amorphous 
a 
bands and the position of these peaks was also displaced toward 
larger values of 2e or K with increas ing percentage of phosphorous. 
-63-
Table XII gathers the numerical res ults with respect to the diffraction 
patterns and to the maxima of the i nterference function I(K) The 
ratio of r 2;r1 i s 1. 77 and close to 1.8 found for li quids. The inter-
ference funct i on i s shown in Fig. 20 . The Fouri er transforms leading 
to the atomi c distribution funct i ons were performed in the same way as in 
the manganese concentrati on effect . The resultant atomic distribution 
function W(r) is represented by Fig. 21 whi l e the rad ial di stribution 
function r W(r) i s shown in Fig. 22. In both cases a temperature 
factor equal to exp(-0.002 k2) was used in an effort to reduce the 
over sharpening effect of l/f2 and at the same time take into consi-
e 
deration the thermal vibration . Similarly the crystallite size i s 
li sted in Tabl e VI and the density obtained W(r) i s compared with the 
experimental density , Tabl e V. By integrati ng under the curve of the 
reduced radi al distribution function, the first coordination number is 
obtained, while the second and third coordination numbers are computed 
for (Pd70Mn 30 )75P25 just for the valuation of an approximate order of 
magnitude. From the asymmetry of the first peak in W(r) the metal-
to-meta l and the maxi mum position of the shou l der on the right hand 
side of the f irst peak is shown in Fig. 24 using the same technique 
mentioned for the increase in manganese effect . The r esults of the 
interatomic distance versus the phosphorous concentration i s shown in 
Fig. 26. As in (Pd100_xMn x)77P23 the relevant structure parameters 
are shown in Tabl e XIII; the product K1·r1 increases from 7.88 for 
18 At. % P to 7. 93 for 25 At.% P and i s close to the expected value of 
8.0. 
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Table Xlil. Relative Positions of Maxima in l(K) and W(r) 
K;/Kl r;Jr1 K1 · r 1 
Alloy composition i ::1 i=2 i =3 i:: 1 i=2 i=3 
(Pd70Mn30)82p18 1.00 1. 72 2.57 1.00 1. 76 2.53 7.88 
(Pd70Mn30)80p20 1. 00 1. 71 2.56 1. 00 1.77 2.53 7.90 
(Pd70Mn30)7l23 1.00 1.72 2.53 1.00 1.77 2 .54 7.90 
(Pd70Mn30)75p25 1. 00 1. 71 2.54 1.00 1. 76 2. 53 7.93 
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2. Palladium-Cobal t-Phosphorous Alloy System 
.. 
X-ray diffraction measurements using Cu Ka radiation was made 
on eight amorphous alloys having the composition {Pd100_xcox) 80P20 
where 15 ~ x ~RM which was obtained by rapid quenching from the 
liquid state . Unfortunately, we could not study the distribution 
function with MoKa because of the high fluorescence expected and con-
sequently low peak to background ratio. From the careful scanning 
by CuK radiation of the first amorphous peak we extracted the grain 
a 
s ize parameter, Tabl e VII, as well as the convincing evidence of t he 
nonpresence of any microcrystals which would have shown as peaks 
superimposed on the amorphous band . 
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IV. ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY 
.. 
The amorphous all oys which were the object of this investiga-
tion exhibit characteristic metal l ic transport properties. The study 
of electrical resist i vi t y and specifical ly its variation with tem-
perature and composition i s of particular interest . The exi stence of 
locali zed moment,due to the presence of a transition metal element . 
suggested l ow temperature experiments in order to investigate the 
existence and the type of effect the Kondo phenomenon does have in 
these all oys. Hi gh temperature resistivi ty measurements yielded 
information on the transport mechanism and the transformation from 
the amorphous to the crystalline state . 
The Pd-Mn-P all oys constitute a suitable amorphous system for 
studying the influence of composition on the e lectrica l resistivity, 
since the ternary al l oys could be obtained in an amorphous structure 
over a relatively l arge range of metal and metalloid compositions. 
More speci f i call y amorphous all oys could be obtained from 15 to 38 
at . % manganese to a constant phosphorus concentration of 23 at .% and 
keeping the metallic contents at (Pd70Mn 30 )100_YPY the concentration 
of phosphorus could vary from 17 to 26 at.%. The incentive for the 
present work i s to study the effect of the 3d band fil l ing of the 
first transition metal group, the phosphorus concentration effect 
which acts as an el ectron donor, and the transition metal concentra-
ti on effect on the transport properties. The presence of a magnetic 
el ement makes the alloy quite sens itive to spin interaction , which, 
dependin g on the concentration and valency of the "d" she ll of the 
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transition metal, the phosphorus content and the temperature, determine 
the magnitude of the locali zed moment. .. 
A. Experimental Procedure 
Rectangular samples of about 18 mmx5 mm were cut from the 40 to 
SM~ thick foil. Current and potential l eads of 0.005 inch diameter 
platinum ~ire were spot welded on the specimens with the potential l eads 
12 mm apart approximately. Measurements were made with a constant current 
of 100 rnA measured as the potential drop across a standard MK1~ resis-
tor. The voltage range was between 10 and 20 mv. The current and poten-
tials were measured using a potentiometer with maximum sensitivity of 
l0-5mv. The dimensions of the samp l es were determined by use of a 
micrometer. Vari at ion of the thickness within the sample was about ±5% 
and the precision was ±2% for the other dimensions. Although the rela-
tive error is very good, the error on the absolute value of the resis-
tivity is ±10%. 
Temperatures were measured with a calibrated Ge crystal from 4.2° 
K to 78°K and with a copper-constantan thermocouple from 77 to 300°K. 
The sensors were placed close to the samp les l ocated inside the brass 
res istivity probe. For the high temperature range, 300°K to l000°K, a 
spot welded platinum rhodium thermocouple was used . The temperature ac-
curacy was 0. 1°K. 
Comparison between the resistivity data using point contact tech-
nique and spot welding technique was made in the range 3.5 to 100°K and 
no variati on in the shape of the resistivity minimum was observed for 
all the alloys measured. 
B. Brief Review of Relevant Theo ri es 
1. Localized Electronic States in Disordered Alloys 
Quantum mechanical motion could exist in certain physical phenomena 
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without any particular thermal activation among sites at which the mobile 
entities--either electrons or spins--may be localized. In such situations 
it is believed that transport occurs not by motion of the free carriers 
or the spins, which are scattered randomly through the medi um, but in some 
sense by a seri es of quantum mechanical jumps from one site to another. 
Another interesting feature of this model is the randomness of interac-
tions of any entity with its nearest neighbors in a random arrangement of 
electronic or magnetic spin. The suggestion that, for an electron in a 
disordered one-dimensional lattice, all characteristic solutions of the 
Schrodinger equation are localized was first made by Mott and Twose49 who 
gave a proof for a particular model of a disordered Kronig-Penny lattice . 
This was extended by Borland50 and Borland and Bird51 to the case of a 
random distribution of delta functions. It might be worthwhile to define 
here what is meant by the localized state of an electron. The definition 
is that if the Schrodinger equation for an el ectro n in the field of a 
disordered potential V is 
Then all bounded solutions in the range - oo < x <oo have a maximum value 
for some value and decay exponentially to zero as 
tends to infinity, each solution ,,, D~Dn 
has a characteristic energy En . It may happen that a localized state 
may have two or more peaks of comparable height at a distance , say X, 
from each other . If so, we should expect two states , in one of which 
1JJ would have the same sign in both peaks, in the other, opposite signs; 
the energy separation between them would be of order E exp (-YX ) . As 
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X increases, the proportion of configurations in which this happens 
will decrease exponentially. Within a given range of energies, states 
are either localized or non-localized . This is a quantitative dif-
ference; if states are localized an electron placed in a given region 
wi 11 not diffuse away . There wi 11 thus exist critical energ i es Ec 
dividing ranges in which states are localized from those which are not. 
For locali zed states ljJ falls off as sin kr exp {-yr) and y tends 
to zero as E -* E 
c 
For non-localized states the mean free path 
leads roughly to the electron \'Javelength .A as E -* E 
c 
The only quantitative work on the condition for localized 
L 
states is that of Anderson 52 . Anderson considers essentially the tight 
binding model, in which a single band of energy l eve l s is formed from 
s-like atomic orbitals with bandwidth 2JZ where Z is the coordina-
tion number and J an overlap energy integral. Instead of consider-
ing a random variation of J due to an amorphous structure, Ande rson 
imposes on each site a potential energy V , which has a random 
spread of value < V> He finds that if <V>/J is l arge enough, all 
eigenstates are localized; for small er values some are not. His 
results are expressed in terms of the connectivity of the lattice , but 
it appears that states become l ocalized when <V> is greater than 
about six times the bandwidth. With this mode l there i s no boundary 
Ec between locali zed and non-loca lized states. 
In considering the conduction band, Frohlich53 , Gubanov54 and 
Banyai 55 suggested that in amorphous materials localized states may 
exist in a tail below the conduction band, and that in ionized mate-
rials a polarization round the trap \'lill always increase the depth 
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of the localized state . The interesting problem then arises as to 
what conditions the states in the minimum of density of state N(E) 
versus E curve will be locali zed. Naturally the answer is dif-
ficult to predict but will depend on the distance and strength of 
interaction between atoms. Large deviations will always be associated 
with short mean-free path as in amorphous alloys, unlikethecrystalline 
case, the same field is responsible for deviations and for the mean 
free path. In general, a perturbation strong enough to lower 
N(E) by 50% will produce a mean free path of the order of the inter-
atomic distances . Mott does not expect that mean free paths shorter 
than this could occur. Thus it seems that localized states do occur 
when the factor g defined by g = N(E)/N(E)free electron falls 
below 0.5. 
The density of state in amorphous material as found by Faber56 
i s cl ose to the free electron theory 
N(E) = 4nk
2 dk 
~db 
2. The Kondo Effect 
Sarachik, Corenzwit and Longinotti 57 have shown that the 
appearance of a minimum in the resistivity versus temperature curve 
i s directly related to the existence of a magnetic moment and a tem-
perature dependent susceptibi lity. Kondo17, in his treatment, 
accepts the existence of a well localized moment and interprets the 
resistivity minimum phenomena by the interaction between the spin 
~ ~ 
s of the conduction electrons and the localized magnetic moment S 
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independent of the structure or degree of order of the system. A 
general expression for a Kondo type resistivity is 
(27} 
where is the l attice resistivity, pp is the resistivity due to 
the potential introduced by the transition metal , x is the concentra-
tion of the transition metal, p. 
1 i s the temperature independent part 
of the spin resistivity, n is the number of conduction electrons per 
host atom, and EF is the Fermi energy. If the s-d exchange interac-
tions Jsd < 0 this corresponds to an antiferromagnetic coupling 
between the conduction "s" electron and the localized "d" electrons 
and equation (27) gives a minimum at a temperature Tm 
the temperature dependent term for the amorphous varies as 
of T5 which is found in crystalline alloy will give a 
The fact that 
T2 instead 
T at 
m 
( 28) 
The Kondo treatment drawback of resistivity diverging as T goes to 
zero, was solved by Nagaoka18 . Nagaoka has shown that if Jsd < 0 the 
perturbation treatment of Kondo breaks down below a critical temperature 
TK and that nea r the Fermi surface the re appears a quasi-bound state 
between the conduction electron spins and the localized d spins . 
This bound state is the consequence of a collective effect, where the 
moment of the conduction electrons in the vicinity of the transition 
metal atom compensates the moment of the localized spins rather than 
that of a singlet spin state in which a single electron is bound to 
the magnetic atom . Therefore the resistivity saturates for T << TK 
-79-
It was thought for some time that TK exists only at low temperatures 
but it was pointed out by Schrieffer58 that TK could vary between the 
order of millidegrees to beyond the melting point as it depends on the 
density of states N(E) and the Fermi temperature by the following 
relation: 
3. Possible Origins of a Negative Temperature Coefficient of 
Resistivity 
(a) In 1958 Chandrasekhar and Huhn 59 using an expression sug-
gested by Jones60 explained the negative tempe rature coefficient of 
resistivity of a number of y phase uranium-molybdenum alloys by a 
two-overlapping-bands model of which one is narrow. Such a band struc-
ture was shown to be reasonable for a and y phase uranium by 
Friede1 61 . Blatt62 used the model suggested by Ziman 63 to predict the 
observed temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient of the above 
mentioned alloys using a conductivity equation given by 
(29) 
where 
Nc(£) is the density of state in the conduction band, <vc(£)> = 
(l/h)9k£ is the expectation value of the velocity of an electron of 
energy £ in the conduction band and T(£) is the relation time . If 
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the density of final states from the scattering processes which limits 
the conductivity is denoted by Nf(E) the following expression could 
be written 
where Q. could represent number of defects, i mpuriti es , loca lized 
states, or any scattering mechanism. Therefore departure from the 
normal temperature dependence of resistivity may arise from: 
(1) A t emperature dependent scattering mechani sm leading to an 
anomalous variation of Q with T , which includes significant depar-
tures of the phonon spectrum from Debye model as a result of high 
scattering centers. 
(2) A sufficiently rapid variation of Nf(E) with E to make 
the second term on the right hand side of equation (29) of significant 
magnitude. Thi s mechanism which is due to Jones60 assumes that the 
band structure of the metal is such that two bands overlap near the 
Fermi energy: one band which i s broad, the conduction band (s elec-
trons) and the other a narrow band (d electrons). Bl att assumes, as did 
Jones, that the only function which exhibits rapid energy dependence 
near the Fermi energy is Nf(E) , the dens ity of state in the narrow 
"d-band", and that the effectiveness in this narrow band is so l arge 
that the current is carried almost exclusively by the electrons (or 
holes) in the broad conduction band; under these assumptions the 
. t .. t 60 . . b res1s 1v1 y 1s g1ven y 
(30) 
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where each prime (') denotes differenti ation with respect to £ , and 
all quantities in brackets are evaluated at n0 , the Fermi energy 
at T = 0°K . Equation (30) was obtained from the results for the 
transport coefficients64 and the usual expansion of the relevant 
integrals in the degenerate limit65 . 
'If it is further assumed that the d-band is of standard form, 
(30) reduces to 
( 31 ) 
Here E i s the energy difference between the Fermi energy at T = 0°K 
and the edge of the "d" band, and p(T} is proportional to r 2 
(3) A dependence of the band structure on temperature l eading 
to anomalous variations of Nf( £}, Nc( £) and/or vc(£) with tempera-
ture (semiconductors). 
(4) Another approach v1as pointed out by Ziman 63 where the con-
ductivity can be accounted for by the assumption that the scattering 
of an electron by each atom is smal l and that it can therefore be 
calculated from the atomic pseudopotential by using the Born approxi-
mation for the scattering and the experimentally determined pair 
distribution functions for the relative position of the atoms . This 
was done by Bhatia and Krishnan66 . Sinha67 concluded that the nega-
tive s lope'of the resistivity versus temperature curves for amorphous 
(Pt100_xNi x)75P25 with 20 ~ x ~RM was due to a high Fermi energy 
of about 6.9 eV and that this corresponded to the position of the 
first peak in the x-ray interference function I(K) at which I(K) 
-82-
decreased with increas ing t emperature. 
(5) Theori s t s and experimentalists agree fairly well on how 
the measured quantiti es as a function of temperature68 do behave in 
an alloy containing pa ramag netic spins . Nagaoka18 attributed the 
low t empe rature r 2 behavior to condensation or spin compensated 
states . · Others 63 •52 attributed the r 2 behavior to othe r variations 
of s-d interaction. Kai ser and Don i ach69 attributed the r 2 behavior 
in CuAl and MnAl to localized sp in fluctuations LSF. A lo ca li zed 
spin fluctuation is the repeated scattering between an electron and 
a hole of oppos ite spi n on the i mpurity s ite. 
which i s given by 
It has a lifetime 
(32) 
where U i s the Coulomb repulsion between locali zed "d" el ectrons in 
the Anderson mode1 52 and pd(E) i s the density of the Fermi l evel of 
a "d" el ectron state of posit ion Ed and width !:. 
In the Hartree-Fock sense, the a lloy i s non-mag netic (Upd(O) < 1) 
and will exhibit at low temperatures (kT << T-l) nonmagnetic trans-
o 
port properti es and susceptibility, with some wea k additional con-
tribution 'of the sp in fluctuations (correlation effects ). This i s the 
spin-compensat ed state . However, as soon as the t emperature reaches 
the degeneracy t emperature which is rather than 1:. as in the 
case of a vi rtua l bound state, the sp in fluctuations behave cl ass i -
cally as would a well-defined spin (Curi e paramagneti sm). In other 
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words, when the temperature becomes of the order the sp in flu e-
tuations are slower than the thermal fluctuations of the temporary 
moment that they describe . At this temperature and above, there is no 
physical difference between a spin fluctuation and a genuine spin; the 
system behaves as if it were magnetic (res i stance minimum, Curie law 
for the susceptibility, etc.) . The transition is smooth, as it should 
be in a system involving a limited number of degrees of freedom, and 
occurs at what may be called Kondo-like transition temperature TK 52 
Rivier and Zukermann70 showed that the Kondo temperature obtained from 
the spin fluctuations theo ry given by 
(34) 
agrees with the experimental and theoretical values deduced from the 
resistivity in the spin compensated state and from the s usceptibility, 
both at high t emperatures and at T ; 0 . They showed that TLSF 
indicates only a change of regime; analytically it i s not the well-
defined temperature of Abrikosov71 or of Suhl 19 . 
The Kondo temperature according to Abrikosov 
kTK ; D exp(-1/p( c ) J) 
a 
(35) 
usually quoted as TK , is associated with the maximum in the high 
a 
temperature· expression for the resistivity. For the local ized spin 
fluctuat ions , one finds that kT << -1 Ka To lies outside the validity 
range of the high-temperature resistivity formula . The true resis-
tance maximum does not occur at the Kondo temperature, as appears in 
the results of Suhl and Wong 19 Moreover, while equation ( 35 ) is 
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independent of the ordinary (sp in-nonflip) potential, TK is modi-
a 
fied by potential scattering in the curves of the latter authors. It 
is also the case of TLSF where pd( £) via Ed is affected by the 
potential. 
C. Experimental Results 
1. Low Temperature Measurements 
a. Palladium-cobalt-phosphorus 
The amorphous Pd-Co-P alloys investigated show metallic conduc-
tion. At room temperature their electrical resistivity i s three times 
the res istivity of the stable crystalline phases obtained by anneal-
ing at 600°C for 15 days. The values obtained for the amorphous 
alloys at room temperature range from 143 to 298 ~~-em K The disper-
s ian of the values i s, however, too l arge to show clearly the 
influence of composition. These variations are attributed to the 
variations in the local atomic order in the amorphous structure which 
results from unavoidab le variations in the actual rate of quenching 
from point to point in a given specimen . As seen from Table XIV, 
these variations can be as high as 60 ~~-em for two different speci-
mens from different foils. As shown by Boucher72 even within the same 
foil variations do exist. The order of magnitude of the resistivity 
values is the same as that previously reported for amorphou s Pd-Ni-P 
and Pd-Fe-P and no trend i s easi ly detectable in terms of the kind of 
transition metal in the alloy. 
Like Pd-Ni-P and Pd-Fe-P, the Pd-Co-P alloys show a small but 
well defined resistivity minimum. Thi s minimum appears at temperatures 
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ranging from 23 to 56°K depending on alloy composition. Moreover, it 
was found that, for temperatures between the minimum temperature 
T . and about 80-ll 8°K the resistivity assumed a T2 behavior. m1n 
Above the T2 range, a good li near relationship with temperature 
appears to be dominant which tends to incline parallel toward the x 
axis. The slope of this region which for compari son was computed 
between 200 and 300°K was found to increase with decrease in metallic 
content, at a fi xed concentration of glass former of 20 at.% P. The 
low temperature resistivity curves are shown in Fig. 26. 
The exi stence of a resistivity minimum, and the presence of Co 
led to consideration of a possib l e Kondo effect17 . Therefore, the 
resistivity P(T) at low temperature was tentatively approximated by 
a function of the form: 
p(T) = p + ST2 - a £n T - 6p (36) 0 0 
The determination of these parameters was performed by plotting p(T) 
versus to obtain and and then by plotting the difference 
p(T) - p0 - ST
2
= Rspin(T) vers us £n T. Equation (36) gives a resis-
tivity minimum at temperature 
T . = (-a/2S) 112 m1n 
which we cal l (T . ) 1 1 t d , the a and S parameters were m1n ca cu a e 
(37) 
detained from Figs. 27 and 28, and all the r es istivity parameters are 
li sted in Table XV, together with (T ) Table XIV gi ves 
min experimenta l· 
interes ting resistivity parameters, namely Pmax (res istivity at 4.2°K) 
-86-
Table XIV. Coefficients of Electrical Resistivity 
0 Pmax-pmin p300-p200 
Sample pmax(4.2 K) Pm; n Pmin !:IT 
Composition # 1 o-4S1 em 10-5S1 em 10-2 10-4 cm/°K 
1 1. 3838 1 . 3815 1. 66 15.38 
(Pd50C0 50)80p20 
2 1 . 6346 1 . 6321 18 . 30 
2 .334 2.3278 2.66 17.14 
(Pd55C0 45)80p20 
2 2.9253 2.9180 2.50 21 . 43 
(Pd60C040)80p20 2.4655 2.4574 3. 29 14 .50 
2 1. 7983 1. 7907 4.24 13.30 
(Pd65C0 35)80p20 
1 . 8103 1 .8024 4 .38 9.10 
2 1.8693 1.8596 5.21 8.70 
(Pd70C0 30)80p20 
1. 5721 1. 5632 5.69 6.40 
(Pd75C0 25)80p20 1.7834 1. 7731 5.80 10.00 
1 1 . 8194 1. 8074 6.63 5. 1 
(Pd80C0 20)80p20 
2 1. 7938 1. 7822 6.50 8.7 
1 1.8345 1 . 8223 6.69 8.7 
(Pd85c0 15)80P 20 
2 1 . 5927 1. 5804 7.78 6.0 
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and Pmin (the resistivity minimum), (pmax- Pmin)/pmin and 
(P300- P200 )/ 6T which will be used in the discussion. 
b. Palladium-manganese-phosphorus all oys 
The temperature dependence of electrical resistivity of these 
alloys is shown in Figs. 29 and 32 . As \'Jas explained in (IV-B.l) the 
presence' of a magnetic transition el ement, a high valence electron 
donor "phosphorus", and structural disorder, resulted in localized 
electronic states in Pd-Mn-P alloys. The interesting feature is that 
dp/dT is negative and of the order of 10 to 20 Elo- O~n-cmF with 
phosphorus concentration having a larger effect on the slope of the 
resistivity temperature curve than manganese. The room temperature 
electrica l resistivity increases with both manganese and phosphorus 
concentrations. The somewhat high resistivity in Pd-Mn-P 155 compared to 
other Pd-M-P all oys where M stands for a transition "3d" metal 
suggests an appreciable spin disorder contribution which is still 
noticeable in the helium range. As shown, these alloys possess at 
lower temperature an additional temperature dependent negative contri-
bution to the resistivity which is maximum for 15 at. % Mn and smears 
out as the concentration of Mn increases to 38 at.%. This additional 
negative contribution generall y obeys the logarithmic law of Kondo . 
For T <l0° K the resistivity is proportional to T2 . 
The.behavior of the resistivity above 200°K may be interpreted 
in terms of the magnitude of the l ocalization of the electrons. This 
is clearly seen in the expression p300- pi /6T where pi is the 
onset of the almost linear region, as the concentration of phosphorus 
changes from 17 to 26 at. %. To interpret these observations, a 
- 92-
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phenomenological formula for the resi stivity for T < 200°K may be 
written as 
2 p = p - [a+ B(T/8) -y in T + £ T] 0 (38) 
where ~ represents the temperature independent part of the resi sti-
vity, BNT2 is the Nagoaka spin compensated state by conduction 
electron at 8 = l , while f3 LSF is the loca lized spin fluctuation 
parameter at the spin fluctuation t emperature 8 = TLSF The third 
term is the Kondo type contribution to the resistivity and £T i s 
the non-magnetic temperature dependent resistivity . Usi ng the 
phenomenological equation (38) it was possible to determine the tem-
perature dependent part of the resistivity pspin(T) by plotting 
p(T) versus i n T , Figs. 30 and 33. The Pspin varied as y in T 
in the range Td < Pspin < Td where Td is the temperature at which 
Pspi n deviates from the l oga ri thmi c temperature dependence and T d is 
the onset of the logarithmi c temperature dependence. Figs. 31 and 34 
show the T2 temperature range of resistivity. Tables XVI and XVIII 
show Pmax at 4.2°K, at which , due to its scattering values,no trend 
with composition was detected. (p4.2- p3000K), which increases with 
both phosphorus and manganese concentration, is explainable in terms 
of higher el ectron phonon scattering, since the number of conduction 
electrons increases;and (pi- p3000K)/T reflects the s lope of 
the high temperature range of resistivity where pi is the onset of 
the flattened range of the resistivity curve. 
The slope of the resistivity versus temperature increases be-
tween 1.04 and 6.29 (lo-8n cm/°K) in the range of temperature between 
-98-
200 and 300°K as the concentration of phosphorus increases between 
17 and 26 at . %. This behavior will be used as an indication of the 
magnitude of the electron localization with change in metal l ic 
composition and glass former content. The parameters of resistivity 
Td, Td, .T2 range, S, a, are l isted in Tab l es XVI I and XIX. The 
temperature Td varies linearly with Mn concentration as shown in 
Fig. 58 . Below Td , ~m increases more slowly than -~n T , 
approaching a constant value at lower temperatures. These observa-
tions can be exp l ained in terms of the formation of quasibound73 
spin loca li zed states. The lowest temperature range of the resis-
tivity was computer fitted once to Nagaoka spin compensated state 
formul / 3 
(39) 
giving p0 and TK , and another time in the LSF expression
69 for 
low temperatures 
(40) 
to obtain SLSF and TLSF . The results are li s ted in Tables XVIII 
and XIX 9 Tc being the Kaiser-Doni ach trans ition from T2 to T 
dependence of the resistivity which occurs around Tc = 0.5 TLSF The 
resistivity of high manganese, high phosphorus EmdSO~1nPa F TRm 25 is 
shown in Fig. 35 . 
-99-
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Fig. 32. Electrical resistivity versus temper ature for 
amorphous (Pd70Mn30 )100_YPY . The scale of the 
resistivity varies fro~ gr aph t o graph. 
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2. High Temperature Measurements 
The high temperature resistivity measurements were performed at 
a constant rate of hea ting of approximately 1.5 to 2.0°C/min. Under 
these conditions the resistivity versus temperature curves of all the 
amorphous alloys have almost the same shape up to the crystallization 
temperature. The behavior after crystallization depends on the inter-
mediate phase or phases that come out which in turn depends on the 
composition. The resistivity increases with temperature (Pd-Co-P) 
Fig. 36, or decreases with a small temperature coefficient of the 
order of 10-4Jln em per °K Emd-l~n-mF Figs. 37 and 38, until a crys-
tallization temperature tcrys is reached. At this temperature the 
resistivity drops sharply at first , then reaches a minimum before 
increasing again up to the melting point of the alloy. 
The important results of the resistivity measurements are 
summarized in Tables XX and XXI. For each composition, th e following 
characteri stic parameters are given: the coefficient J.i which is the 
slope of the change of resistivity with temperature determined 
between 300°K and the onset of crystallization, the crystallization 
temperature tcrys with a dispers ion parameter 6tcrys ' and the tem-
perature tN which is related to the small increase of resistivity 
for some Pd-Co-P shortly after crystallization. The absolute coeffi-
cient J.i 'is higher in Pd-Mn-P than in Pd-Co-P. By increas ing the 
transition metal content the r es i stivity s lope increases, which is 
attributed to hi gher scattering from the locali zed electronic states. 
As expected, similar behavior is observed with increase in phosphorus 
content due to greater number of electrons being transferred from the 
-107-
Table XX. Electrical Resistivity Parameters 
. . 
Above Room Temperature 
lJ 1-lcooling 
Composition l0- 9n cm/°K tcrys ± ~t tN 10-8n em 
(Pd50C0 50}80p20 8.00 607.7 ± 20 12.4 
(Pd70C0 30)80p20 8.32 623.1 ± 12 10.5 
(Pd8oc0 20)80P20 8.58 614.2 ± 8 642.3 9.60 
(Pd85C0 15)80p20 8. 72 618.8 ± 5 630.7 9.63 
-108-
Table XXI. El ectrical Resistivity Parameters above 
Room Temperature 
lJ l-lcooling 
Composition lo-8n cm/°K tcrys ± t.t n cm/°K 
(Pda5Mnl5) 7l23 -3.78 587.5 ± 10.6 2.l x lO-B 
(Pd62Mn38)7l23 -4.82 589.3 ± 17.8 7.8 x lQ-B 
(Pd70Mn30)8ll8 -1. 83 623.0 ± 18.0 1. 9 X 10-B 
(Pd701'1n30)78p22 -3.36 625.0 ± 22 0. 7 x lO-B 
(Pd70Mn30)74p26 -6.19 589.0 ± 25 -0.9 x 10-B 
' . 
-109-
glass former to the metal. The cooling curve shows interes ting results. 
The temperature coefficient ~pon cooling i s higher in Co than in Mn 
and is positive, which confirms the metallic character of the final 
crystalline phases. The decrease in the magnitude of the s lope with 
decrease in transition metal contact i s eas ily attributed to a de-
crease in metallic character . This belief is made clearer by the change 
of the phosphoru s concentration which shows that the resultant phases 
after crystallization have a predominant metallic behavior for 18 at. %P, 
semi-metal for 22 at .%P, and a negative slope for 26 at .%P. From the 
experimental curves, it appears that the crystallization temperature 
is rather well defined; and it tends to change less with change in 
metal concentration than with change in glass former. As the tempera-
ture increases above Tcrys' the re s i stivity decreases in one step 
(Pd85Mn15 )77 P23 or in several steps (Pd62Mn38)77P23 . The intermediate 
crystalline steps in (Pd100_xMnx)77P23 increase as the Mn content 
increases , while the crystallization temperature becomes broader and 
less sharply defined. In all alloys the irreversibility of the resis-
tivity change was observed as it cooled from T (after crystallization) 
to T (lower temperatures) by a drastic change of slope. This con-
firms the concept of metastabl e intermediate phases and that additi onal 
increase in res i stivity above the linear i ncreases is not a reversible 
phenomenon and might be the result of structura l changes in the amor-
phous alloy. Anothe r remark i s that in all Pd-Co-P alloys there i s a 
slight change of s lope around the Curie temperature which will be con-
firmed by magnetic and induction measurements. 
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---
El ectrical resisti vity of the two ends of the amorphous 
range of composition of the al l oy system 
(Pd100_xMnx) 77 P23 . The dashed l ine reflects the cool ing 
curve . 
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The high temperature resistivity measurements were partially 
helpful in following the crystallization process. The increase in 
resistivity in low cobalt amorphous alloys in the range 635°K might 
be related to the formation of highly stressed crystalline regions. 
Such high stress regions in crystals probably act as additional 
scattering centers during the earliest stages of their exi stence 
before they are annealed out. The sharp drop in resistivity observed 
at Tcrys corresponds to the rapid growth of crystalline metastable 
phases which revert to a phase mixture at higher temperatures. 
-114-
V. MAGNETORESISTIVITY 
A. Experiment al Procedure . 
The specimens used in this study were the same as those used in 
the resistivity meas urements. The transverse magnetoresistivity was 
measured for all of the amorphous Pd-Mn -P and Pd-Co-P alloys with the 
four-probe method at T = 4.2°K. The magnetic field was appl i ed per-
pendicular to the current and varied from zero to 10 kOe. Since in 
some cases the magnetoresistivity was very small, special attention 
was given to the se lection of a current source. All measurements are 
reported in terms of ~me divided by the zero field resistivity 
pH = 0 at T = 4.2°K which is plotted in terms of the applied mag-
netic fields . 
B. Effect of Localized Sp ins on the Magnetoresistance of Amor phous 
Metals 
In normal metals the quantity (p- p0 )/p increases in a weak 
magnetic field H as H2 Thi s positive magnetoresistance generally 
obeys Kohler's rule which states that for alloys of differing residual 
resistance p0 , where ~m is the change of resistance in a field H , 
the parameter ~p/pM i s a function of H/ p0 This rule was explained 
in terms of the orbits of an electron in a magnetic field by assuming 
that the el ectron traverses only a sma ll part of its orbit between 
colli s ions. The dimensions of this effect74 are then 
~p/pM = constant (eHL/mcv) 2 ( 41 ) 
v is the Fermi velocity in the metal, L is the mean free path, and 
the others are well known parameters. The magnetoresistance becomes 
-115-
quite different when, for instance, a sma ll concentration of paramag-
netic spins are introduced to a non-magnetic metal matrix or when ·the 
matrix becomes highly disordered. The effect of the magnetic field is 
then to decrease the resistivity . Schmitt15 and Yosida16 found that 
the re l ative change of resistance caused by the interaction between 
the conduction electron and the localized spin should be proportional 
to M2 , where M is the magnetization of the system consisting of 
these localized spins. B~a l -Monod and Weiner75 explained the theoreti-
cal basis of the negative magnetoresistance . Their results give 
(42) 
where e and m are the charge and mass of the e l ectron , EF the 
Fermi energy, Jsd the s-d exchange integral, x the atomic concen-
tration of the transition metal , V0 the atomic volume, a the a 
magnetization of the transition metal in ~U per atom, and ~eff the 
effective magnetic moment. At lowest temperatures, deviations from 
the above equations may occur which Sasaki 76 attributes to the Kondo 
effect caused by the paramagnetic moments . The above equation is valid 
for T > TK but can be extended16 to the case where T ~ TK if oa 
is the measured magnetizat ion. Physically the negative magnetoresis-
tance is due to the freezing out of the internal degree of freedom of 
the l ocalized spi n. The normal positive magnetoresistance may take 
ove r at s trong magnetic fields or at a high concentration of weak or 
nonmagnetic metal content . This model satisfies the Anderson11 theory 
of a l ow concentration of loca li zed moment as found on manganese in 
-116-
copper and as one would expect , Balkanski and Geisman 77 found that the 
negative magnetoresistance disappears in the case of heavily doped 
n-type si licon. 
C. Experimental Results 
Since the magnetoresistance at 300°K and 77°K are not large 
enough to be measured with any accuracy , only the data at 4.2°K are 
presented here. The results are shown in the form of 6pH/pHo , 
where i s the resistivity at zero field. For Pd-Co-P the nega-
tive magnetoresistivity continuous ly increases with increase in 
cobalt concentration, Fig. 39 , while for (Pd100_xMnx) 77P23 the nega-
tive magnetores i s tivity increases from x = 15 to x = 30 at. % then 
decreases to be almos t field independent for n = 30 at. % Mn as shown 
in Fig. 40. For (Pd70Mn 30 )100_YPY the magnetoresistivity is positive 
at low phosphorus content, y = 17 to 20 at. %, then changes sign and 
continuously increases with increase in phosphorus content up to 
y = 26 at .%, Fig. 41. An attempt will be made to explain the magneto-
resistance behavior in terms of the transition metal concentration and 
the magnitude of localization. 
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Vl . MAGNETIC PROPERTIES 
.. 
The force F in dynes exerted on a sample of mass ((in grams) 
by a magnetic field of gradient dH/dZ (oersteds/em) is given by 
F =rna (dH/dZ) where a is the specific magnetization in cgs units per 
gram. For a paramagnetic substance, the specific magnetization i s pro-
portional to the applied field H (oersteds ) so that the force is given 
by F = mxH (dH/dZ) where X , the magnetic susceptibility in cgs 
units per gram, i s the proportionality constant. Thus a and x can 
be calculated in a straightforward manner from experimental measurement 
of the force exerted on the samp le by a field gradient. 
The susceptibility of a paramagnetic species can be represented 
by Curie-Weiss equat ion 
X = c T- 8 p 
where T i s the absolute temperature and 8 i s the paramagnetic Weiss 
constant. The constant C i s 
2 C = ~eff/Pk per atom 
where k is the Boltzmann constant and ~eff is the effect.ive paramag-
netic moment per atom. The effective moment can be detennined by 
plotting the reciprocal susceptibili ty versus temperature and obtaining 
the slope, 1/C, of the linea r portion. The Weiss constant is the 
extrapolation of this linear portion to 1/x = 0 . To detennine the 
saturation magnetization of a substance, ~sat D that is, the magnetization 
at infinite applied field, an extrapolation of the measured 
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magnetization cr versus the reciprocal of the applied field was 
utilized. The effective field is the applied field minus the demag-
netizing effect, or H = H - NI eff where N is the demagnetizing 
factor and I is the magnetization per volume. Then, !sat = d where 
d is the density. The demagnetizing factor is dependent on the shape 
of the sample. In the present experiments the thickness to diameter 
ratio of the thin states was 10-3 and as the samples were placed 
parallel to the lines of force, the demagnetization constant was assumed 
to be zero. To verify this assumption, an identical slab of nickel in 
disc form was used and the measured saturation magnetization differed 
by 0.8% from the theoretical M value for Ni. Magnetic moments are 
normally expressed in terms of the Bohr magneton. Specific magnetiza-
tion is readily converted to the number of Bohr magnetons per atom by 
~ = Mcr/BN where 
B is the val u 
~ is the number of Bohr magnetons per formula unit, 
-21 of the Bohr magneton (9.27 x 10 ergs/gauss), N is 
Avogadro's number, and t~ is formula weight. 
A. Apparatus 
All magnetic measurements were made using a 6-inch electromag-
net equipped with a constant force pole cap. The force gradient was 
10.25 kO!/cm for 0.4 inches under a pole piece gap of 1 inch. The 
force exerted on the sample was measured using an R. G. Cahn null-
balance, ci~K 42. The output of the electromagnetic balance was con-
nected to a digital voltmeter which allowed a sensitivity of 5 micro-
volts for 0.1 microgram, at an accuracy of 10%. The temperature 
measurements were made with a GaAs T G cryogenic sensor with an excita-
tion current of 10 11A. Its heat dissipation is 1.5 x 10-5 watts at 4°K 
- 123-
and its useful range is from below 1°K to 400°K. No magnetic effect was 
claimed by the manufacturer up to 20 kOe . The sample was put into a 
gelatine capsule and suspended from the electrobalance with 0.003 inch 
quartz fiber. The balance under a bell jar was in connection with a 
quartz tube, hous ing the heater and the thermometer, while the gelatine 
capsule nolding the sampl e was hanging freely from the balance. The 
sample chamber was supported into a standard dewar assembly . The mag-
netometer and peripheral apparatus are shown in Fig . 43. The magnetic 
field strength (H) was determined with a Bell incremental gaussmeter 
with an accuracy of 0. 01 %; however, because of the field gradient 
reported, the field accuracy was 0.05%. 
The magnetic field gradient (dH/dZ) was determined by measuring 
the force on samples of known specific magnetization. Finally the force 
H(dH/dZ) was determined at several positions to determine the region of 
constant force by plotting H(dH/dZ) versus H . 
B. Calibration 
Spectrographically pure nickel and pure palladium containing 
3 ppm of Fe were used as standards and the calibration was verified by 
comparison of the measured suscepti bi 1 ity vJi th the susceptibility of 
pure HgCo(SCN) 4. The ultimate sensitivity of the magnetometer under 
the available conditions was 6 x 10-7 emu/g with a field of 7 kOe. 
The calibration of the GaAs sensor was made against a standard 
Ge crystal and a calibrated standard Cu-Constantan thermocouple . The 
GaAs was then checked against the transit Curie point of nickel 358°C 
and the transition temperature of palladium 90°K. 
-124-
Fig. 43. Magnetometer and peripheral apparatus 
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The accuracy of the magnetization obtained for the above unit is 
estimated to be 1.5%. However, at small magnetization values or low 
fields below 1 kOe the uncertainty may reach 5 to 7%. 
C. Measuring Technique 
After preparation and x-ray investigation to determine if the 
sample is · amorphous, small pieces were chosen in such a way as to evade 
irregularity due to rapid quenching and were put flat into the capsule so 
that the field in the magnet would be in the plane of the sampl e . The cap-
sule was weighed empty and then with the sampl e. The amount of samp l e 
and the range of the mass dial was decided by the properties of the amor-
phous alloys. The dewar and bell jar assemb ly were pumped out and the 
sample chamber was filled with 10 mm Hg of helium gas . To determine the 
thermomagnetic properties from 4.2°K to 300°K at a constant field 
strength of 6 kOe the system was heated at the rate of 2°K per minute. 
The fi e l d dependency was obtained by increasing the field in steps of 
0.5 kOe up to a maximum of 6.9 kOe, the force of interaction between the 
sample and the field was recorded at each step . 
D. Experimental Results 
1. Low Temperature Measurements 
Magnetic moments of Pd-Co-P and Pd-Mn-P alloys were measured be-
tween 4.2 and 300°K in a magnetic field of 6.0 kOe. The magnetization 
curves are shown in Figs. 44, 46 and 48 for various compositions of the 
three series of amorphous al loys studi ed. The magnetic susceptibi lity 
i s plotted as a function of temperature in Figs. 45, 47 and 49. The mag-
netization versus magnetic field of the two ends of the cobalt concen-
trat i on at 300, 77 and 4.2°K is shown in Fig. 50 . Simil ar results for 
EmdSPr~n PT F Tl OP are shown in Fig . 51, as an example, as no variation in 
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the shape of the magnetization versus field is observed with varying 
either the manganese or phosphorus concentration. For a given tempera-
ture and a given field the magnetization increases with increase in 
phosphorus content and with increase manganese in (Pd100_xMnx) 77P23 . 
2. Magnetic Transition Temperature Determination 
Since for Pd-Co-P the magnetic transition temperature is above 
room temperature for most of the alloys (of the series studied) as 
shown in Tabl e XXII, a method based on an AC inductance coil wh i ch con-
stituted one part of a Wheatstone inductance bridge with a lock-in 
amplifier as a null detector was used. The output signal of the lock-in 
amplifier was plotted on an x-y recorder against temperature. 
The sampl e was cut into rectangular shapes, five or six in num-
ber, and holding among themselves a platinum-platinum rhodium thermo-
couple carefully calibrated against a standard thermocoupl e ; they were 
spot welded for easy manipulation. As the temperature increased throu gh 
the Curie point, the samp l e underwent a magnetic transition which 
caused an appreciable change in the sample coi l inductance. A typi cal 
output signa l for a sample of composition (Pd60co40 )80P20 is shown in 
ng. 52 and the Curie temperature versus cobalt concentration is plotted 
in R g. 53. 
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Fig. 52 . Relative inductance versus tempera t ure fo r amorphous 
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Table XXIL. Curie Temperature for Pd-Co-P Amorphous •· 
Alloys 
Composition T Curie 
(Pd50C0 50)P20 398 - 399 °K 
(Pd55C0 45)P20 381 - 383 °K 
(Pd60C0 40)P20 368 - 370 °K 
(Pd65C0 35)P20 354 - 356 °K 
(Pd70C0 30)P20 345 - 343 °K 
(Pd75C0 25)P20 329 - 330 °K 
(Pdaoc0 2o)P2o 302 - 304 °K 
(Pd85co,5)P20 272.50 OK 
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VII. DISCUSSION .. 
A. Structure Investigation 
It i s shown that by reference to only the technique of x-ray 
diffraction measurements and electron microscopy analys is, precise 
information on the short range order governing amorphous metallic 
alloys could be obtained. Functions which convey quantitative inform-
ation about the structure have been determined and compared with 
simi l ar ones generated by computer simul ated models. The experimental 
intensity data wereprocessed using standard technique established in 
this l aboratory79 . 
Many attempts were made to describe the short range order exist-
ing in amorphous materials. A crystalline f.c.c. and h.c.p . was first 
proposed as a possible description6. Then a quasi-crystalline model 
based on the intermetalli c compound Pd4P gave better agreement for 
Pd-Ni-P and Pd-Fe-P7. The weakness of the quasi-crystalline mode l is 
in its structural validity, as it consists in applying a Gauss i an 
broadening function to each peak to account for the mean-square dis-
placements thus hiding and transforming many of the characteristics of 
the structure . Experimentally, the quasi-crystalline approach cannot 
explain the smooth varying functions with composition (i. e., density, 
nearest nejghbors , apparent grain size, configurational entropy80 and 
Gibbs free energy81) . Two other approaches are left which come closer 
to a solution : the hard sphere model which favors the attractive 
potential between the spheres as a guiding criterion, and the repul-
sive potential favored by the Berna l mode1 9 packing structure . 
-139-
Recent work by Finney82 on the statistics of random packing 
showed that the structure of liquids can be characterized in terms of 
relatively simple geometrical entities and their statistical distribu-
tion. This "geometrical entities " model has the advantage that it 
accounts not only for the size and concentration of the constituents 
but also for the affinity among the atomic components. As noted by 
Sadoc8 , this s t uctural "heap" of molecules has the advantage of taking 
into consideration the fact that the small spheres promote a special 
arrangement for the larger ones. These small spheres have more of an 
influence than just filling the holes of a random packing which 
neglects the directionality and length of the covalent bonding, which 
constitutes a reasonable percentage of the alloys. The "structural 
entities" model is in accord with Turnbull's suggestion83 of a free-
volume model for molecular transport in dense fluids and liquid-glass 
transitions . Accordingly, the atoms of manganese and pal l adium would 
preferentially surround the atoms of phosphorus to the extent of pre-
venting the network of the matrix to form Pd-Pd, Mn-Mn or P-P clusters 
in Pd-Mn-P. Also Gargill 84 noted that the x-ray diffraction patte rns 
of all amorphous metallic alloys are similar. confirming that the 
degree of short range order is of the same magnitude in all gl assy 
alloys and no internal boundaries exist. The method of compilation 
of the atoms will influence the symmetry of the first peak as noticed 
by Finney and Bennett82 •85 , as well as the shapes and intensities of 
the high angle peaks. 
In the present al l oys, the average value of the first coordina-
tion number is 12.6 atoms. indicating a dense packing of the 
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neighboring atoms. The density i s high and of the order of 9 g/cm3. 
The three-dimensional entity, through which we might encode the coor-
dinate data obtained by direct measurement cou ld be a network of 
tetrahedra with sphere centers at every apex86 . F . 82 t d 1nney sugges e 
that a "Voronoi polyhedron" model has advantages over the simple 
tetrahedral net as only one polyhedron is associated with each center. 
He could generate distribution functions structural ly consistent with 
those obtained from liqui ds and gl assy all oys , using Monte Carl o87 •81 
methods on the basis of geometrical polyhedra. Support ing evidence 
for this model can be found in known theories (Brillouin91 , Shannon92 ) 
and configurational entropy eva luatio n80 . 
1. Effect of Increase in Manganese Concentration in Amorphous 
(Pd100_xMnx) 77 P23 Keeping the Phosphorus Content Constant 
(a) As in previous all oys Pd-Ni-P and Pd-Fe-P, the posit i on of 
the first peaks in I(K) and W(r) in Pd-Mn-P were re l ated by the 
equation K1 ·r1 ~ 8.0 . The composition dependent rate of shift in 
the position of the fir st peak of the x-ray diffraction pattern is 
l east accentuated in Mn, becoming increasing ly noticeabl e as M changes 
from Mn to Fe toNi . The hi gher value peaks do not follow a uniform 
trend with the transitional metal change nor with the increase in M 
concentrat.ion. The sh if t in the f irst peak to higher K values i s 
much greater than the corresponding shifts for hi gher order peaks. In 
addition, the ratios of r 2;r1 and r 3;r1 , although tending to 
decrease with increase in M concentration, are far from be ing s i mple 
relations in terms of composit i onal s i ze or concentration. There i s 
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no straightforward correlation between the position parameters in the 
real (r) and Fourier (K) space of highly disordered structures, even 
though r1 and l/ K1 are both linearly dependent functions of com-
position. The rate of change with Mn concentration might be explained 
in terms of the greater disorder in the Mn system , as the ratio of 
r 2;r1 for Fe and Ni are respectively 1.66 and 1.65, while for Mn 
r 2;r1 = 1. 82 i s much closer to the liquid metals in which 
1.8 ~ r 2;r1 < 2.0. 
(b) The intensity of the first peak in the interference func-
tion decreases, and its width, whose inverse can be regarded as a 
measure of the apparent grain size, increases. A comparison of the 
present results for Pd-Mn-P (grain size 14.33 to 12.1 ~Fwith those 
of Pd-Fe-P (grain s ize 14. 3 to 13. 3 ~F and Pd-Ni-P (grain size 12.4 
to 11.8 ~F at the same range of transition metal content indicates no 
systematic trend of the grain s ize parameter with the size of the 
transitional metal content. This behavior can be better understood 
by looking at the transition metal and the metalloid,not in terms of 
hard inert spheres, but allowing for a variation of the interacting 
elements with chemi cal affinity as well as possible size variations 
with the change of the valence of the metal and metal loid . 
(c) The average number of nearest neighbors tends to increase, 
which could be explained in terms of the fact that manganese, which 
i s small er than palladium, tends to enter much more easi ly into the 
domain of influence of the phosphorus. This i s made possible by the 
wide range of valences avai l abl e for manganese, and because the 
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chemical bonding between Mn and P i s much stronger than between Mn 
and Pd, thus r educing the bond l ength . 
(d) The density of the amorphous alloys decreases linearly 
with increase in manganese concentration, which is expected in view 
of the size effect. The crystalline density is higher than the amor-
phous one, which indicates the higher degree of disorder of the amor-
phous structure. 
(e) To analyze the asymmetry in the first peak of the atomic 
distribution function, a symmetrica l curve was traced by taking the 
mirror image of the left side with respect to the location of the 
maximum {Figs . 17 and 18 , dashed line) . The difference between this 
curve and the experimenta l one was plotted and is r epresented by the 
dotted line . It is generally accepted that the peak in the symmetri-
cal curve reflects the metal- to-meta l nearest neighbor distances, 
while the asymmetrical component of the first peak in the atomic di s-
tribution function has received various explanations79 •93. In 
Pd -Fe-P and Pd-Ni-P 7, the shoulder is on the right hand side of the 
first peak, while in Pd-Mn-P, the shoulder is on the l eft hand side 
of the maximum. The interesting sp litting of the first peak was also 
found in the network of polyhedron by Finney82 and was reported as a 
broadening_by Mason94 •11 The Voronoi polyhedron finer histogram 
revealed a splitting of the first peak into three parts, and a tenta-
tive geometrical interpretation of these peaks in terms of the 
characteristic features of the sphere arrangements was proposed82 . It 
was suggested that the shoulder at the high angle s ide of the peak 
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corresponds to the existence of three-membered collineati on as o~igin­
all y noted by Berna1 95 in earlier studied models. A s l ight departure 
of the col li neation ang l e from n wou l d tend to depress this shoulder. 
The two other peaks (short distance and high maxima) i nvolve more 
compl ex geometrical entities . Berna l shows that the high intensity 
peak might be due to high frequency occurrence of tetrahedra in random 
arrays 95 . Finney82 suggests that the l ow ang le peak may be due to two 
tetrahedra having a common base (an el ement of pseudonucl eus growth) 
and opposite apexes separated by a certain distance . 
(f ) Contrary to what was observed in Pd-Fe-P and Pd-Ni-P 
amorphous meta l lic al l oys, there is no shoulder on the high ang l e side 
of the second peak of I(K), and the atomic distr i bution function does 
not have a double peak beyond the first maximum. Simi l ar behavior was 
observed in Ni-Pt-P 39. The sp litting of the second peak was inter-
preted by Sadoc8 in terms of atomic s i ze and/or concentration effects, 
but Garg i11 96 showed that hard equal -size spheres can give rise to 
second peak splitting. Woodcock98 advanced a totally new approach for 
the understanding of liquid structure. According to his approach, the 
atomic distribution function of Pd-Mn-P could be pictured in terms of 
its resolved components : (i) unlike atom pair distribution function 
Wu(r); (ii) li ke atom pair di stribution function t~ ErF; and (iii) a 
covariance function between li ke and un li ke atom occupation numbers 
tu~ E r F . The f irst peak of the unlike atom pair distribution function 
i s high in intens ity and narrow in width. It represents the t endency 
to form clus ters and occurs at shorter range order (smal l er r) . The 
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like atom pair distribution representing the energetically repulsive 
encounters between ions occurs at higher "r", and the first peak in 
t~Er F is broad and diffuse compared to Wu(r) . Finally, damped 
oscillations depending on the ratio and positions of t~ErF and 
Wu(r) show the degree of long range order exi sting. It is interest-
ing to notice here that the "reso lved pair distribution function" 
model would agree with the "Voronoi polyhedron" model in interpreting 
the shoulder on the l ow ang l e side of the first peak as due to shorter 
range order el ements. Another confirmation of this interpretation can 
be deduced from the fact that the right hand shou l der is associated 
generally with r 2;r1 of the order of 1.65, while the left hand 
shou lder i s found in liqui d copper93 and gold and amorphous alloys li ke 
Pd-Mn-P, whose r 2;r1 ratio i s approximately 1. 82 which is much closer 
to liquid metals in wh i ch 1.8 ~ r 2/r1 ~ 2.0 . Judging from studies of 
attractive and repulsive pairs, the splitting of the second peak might 
be the result of a strong repulsion between the li ke pairs97 •98 . 
(g) The direct correlation function C(r) is obtained sole ly 
from the radial distribution data. For insulators, C(r) has no nodes , 
whereas for metals and ionic liquids, it has marked oscillations47 . 
This suggests that C(r) is closely connected with the pair interac-
tion ~ErF . By ana lysis of the equations of the Born-Green, Percus-
Yevick and.hyperchain methods, it can be shown that they all yiel d 
C(r) = -~ErF/kq for suffi ciently l arge r . It is implied, therefore , 
t hat this i s a general result, and does not depend on approximate 
theories. The l ong-range osci ll ations could be interpreted as 
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reflecting the magnitude of conduction electron screening of the ions 
and present striking evidence that, even in liquid metals where the 
mean free path is short , the Fermi surface is quite sharp. Some evi-
dence of the damping of the oscillations i s found and it could be used 
to detern1ine a rough value for the blurring of the Fermi distribution. 
2. Effect of Increase in Phosphorus Concentration on Amorphous 
(a) The effect of increasing phosphorus concentration is 
illustrated by a decrease in the intensity of the first peak, a broad-
ening of the first several peaks, and a decrease of short range order 
reflected by a decrease of the number of intensity maxima. It might 
be significant to note that the wiggles present on the second peak 
seem to disappear above 20 at .% phosphorus, as well as a general ten-
dency for the higher interatomic distance peaks to damp much faster 
a·nd broaden as we increase the P content. The information contained 
at the high angle maxima of the atomic distribution function was made 
possible by the use of a very smal l damping factor which directly 
affects the short-range order and by extra care in eliminating the 
possible sources of parasite functions. 
(b) The metal-to-metal di stance increases slightly with the 
' increase in phosphorus content which indicates, as expected, that the 
phosphorus does not go interstitially into the amorphous structure, 
but plays an important role by making the structural bonding more 
rigid, which gives rise to a larger metal-to-metal interatomic 
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distance and thus increases the local disorder in the alloy. The 
position of the shoulder on the high angular side of the atomic dis-
tribution function increases with the increase in phosphorus content 
up to 23 at.% and then decreases. The increase could be interpreted 
in terms of an increase in the formation of three-membered collinea-
tion entities. 
(c) The number of maxima at higher interatomic distance which 
gives an insight on the short range order decreases from 7 to 6 in the 
range studied. The rate of damping of those maxima increases while 
they become wider and flatter approaching a perfect liquid-li ke struc-
ture. This lo ss of long-range structure periodicity and the smearing 
out of the diffraction pattern could be attributed to one or more of 
the following factors: (1) sma ller crystalline size; (2) higher den-
s ity of defonnation type stacking faults; (3) higher internal strains 
and (4) a higher like-atoms repulsion distribution function. It was 
demonstrated84 rather satisfactorily that the above mentioned effect 
cannot be due only to sma ll crystallite size whose effect on calcu-
lated interference functions was mainly to broaden the peaks. There 
is no reason to believe that arguments (2) and (3) would be effective 
with change in phosphorus content and not with change in manganese 
concentration. Therefore, it is more plausible that the phosphorus 
increases·the pair repulsion effect among the atoms, thus creating 
voids which are confirmed by the trend in the density and coordination 
number valences. 
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(d) The other factors fall within the comments made on the 
varied manganese concentrations. 
In summary, the structure of amorphous alloys could be 
described quite satisfactorily in terms of "Voronoi polyhedron mo 1 ecu-
lar entities" . As the density increases , the following progressive 
development occurs until close packed structure i s attained: (1) an 
inward movement of all peaks and minima toward lower "r", (2) rapid 
sharpening of the high angular s ide of the second peak and the 
incipient condensation of the left hand side of the first peak in to a 
shoulder. and eventually into a o function. The exist.ence of this o 
function peak i s a result of t\'JO hard-bonded equi 1 atera 1 triangles shar-
. 'd 89 1ng a common s1 e . 
B. Electri ca l Resistivity 
The phenomena governing the transport properties in crysta lline 
alloys are well investigated by now, but there i s sti ll work to be done 
in the field of amorphous systems. Generally, these rapidly quenched 
alloys are of the formula Pd-M-G or Pt-M-G, where M i s Cu, Ni, Co, Fe, 
Mn or Cr, and G is a glass former B, Si , Cor P. These alloys have 
all the characteristics of metals except that they have a large resi-
dual resistivity of about 0.5 to 4 x lo- 4n em. In all alloys a Kondo 
type resistivity dependence was observed at low temperature. It i s 
of interest to notice that in general, at a constant phosphorus con-
tent of 20 at.% , all transition metals having more than half-fill ed 
val ence shell s give rise to a positive coeffici ent of resistivity, 
whil e Cr (3d54s 1), Mn (3d54s 2) and Cu (3d104s 1) which have a stable 
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11 d11 shell configuration give rise to a negative coefficient ·of resis-
tivity. A particular aim of thi s work is to interpret the experimental 
results in Pd-M-G in terms of the concept of localization of electron 
states as well as the width of the band energy which was derived by 
Anderson52 and l ater developed by Mott99 . Although the interpretation 
could be applied to a large variation of amorphous all oys containing 
a transition metal and a glass former, in this text all discussions 
are restricted to Pd-Mn-P as a type of negative temperature dependence 
and Pd-Co-P as a type of positive coefficient of resistivity. 
1. Pd-Co-P Alloy System 
The absolute value of the resistivity and its temperature 
dependence point out the metallic conductivity of the amorphous 
Pd-Co- P. Their resistivity at room temperature is three times that 
of the crystalline alloys obtained by annealing the sampl es for two 
weeks at 600°C . This result i s ascribed to the hi gh degree of dis-
order which characteri zes the amorphous structure. The values obtained 
for the res istivity of the amorphous alloys at room temperature range 
from 143 to 298 ~n-cmK The di spersion of values is too large to show 
clearly the influence of composition. The order of magnitude of the 
resi sti vity is the same as previously reported in amorphous Pd-Ni-P 
and Pd-Fe- P and no trend is easily detectable in t erms of the kind of 
trans ition metal s in the alloy . 
Like a 11 other Pd-1-1-P, the presence of M = 11 3d 11 , transition 
metal di sso l ved into the amorphous media, tends to polarize the sur-
rounding atoms via conduction el ectrons . Spin polarization of this 
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sort has been observed in magnetic susceptibility, electrical resis-
tivity, specific heat, Mossbauer effect, neutron scattering, NMR and 
EPR measurements100 . In addition, the range of the spin polarization 
around the magnetic atom has been shown to vary drastically with con-
centration. As s hown in Section IV-C.l, the total resistivity below 
approximately l 30°K can be fitted to a relation of the type: 
2 p(T) = p0 + ST - a t n T - ~pM (36) 
with pM I~pM I a and S being parameters depending on the composition 
and the structure of the amorphous alloys . These parameters were 
determined by plotting p( T) versus T2 to obtain Po and s and 
then by plotting R . (T) = p(T) - p - ST2 sp1n o versus tn T . The 
resulting parameters are listed in Tabl e XV and a samp le of those 
plots is shown in Figs. 27 and 28. From magnetic measurements (Sec. 
VI) the samples are shown to be ferromagnetic with a Curie temperature 
between 272°K and 398°K. Magnetoresistivi ty measurements (Sec. V) 
show the coexistence of ferromagnetism with paramagnetic ions. The 
ST2 term is due to s-d interaction, and in the ferromagnetic atomi-
cally disordered alloys, the a tn T term eventually becomes much 
l arger than sT2 and dominates the behavior of the resistivity lead-
ing to a minimum in the p-T curve. Thi s i s qualitatively ana logous 
to the resistivity minima encountered in very dilute paramagnetic 
alloys like CuMn 10 (a few ppm of Mn) known as Kondo17 al loys. In 
Pd-Co-P the problem is quite different, as instead of a very dilute 
paramagnetic alloy, one i s faced with concentrated ferromagnetic 
alloys and the structure is disordered. 
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The explanation of the (-a ~n T) term in equation (36) is a 
Kondo-type effect due to the state of spi n ordering of the free 
paramagnetic ions. The resistivity of Pd-Co-P can be interpreted 
in terms of spin order-disorder phenomena in ferromagnetic alloys 
which was studied by several authors: Kasuya14 , van Peski-Tinbergen 
and Dekker101 , and De Gennes and Friedel 102 . Below the Curie tem-
perature Tc the spin is generally ordered except for a few paramag-
netic ions. Above Tc the alloy is paramagnetic and there only sub-
sists a smal l local spin ordering due to the molecular field a loe 
of the nearest neighbors of each sp in102. Thi s l eads to an increase 
of the resistivity p , aside from the phonon part due to spin-
disordered contributions. Here the logarithmic variation of resisti-
vity with temperature was observed down to 4.2°K in all Pd-Co-P alloys 
as shown in Fig. 28, and this tends to imply a low Kondo temperature 
of about TK < 4°K In dilute Kondo-type phenomena found in very 
dilute Fe in gold and Fe in copper, Kondo theory predicts that the 
depth of the minimum ( pmax-pmin ) i s proportional to the concentration 
"x" and that the observed minimum Tmin would vary in crystalline 
alloys as x115. In amorphous al l oys the temperature dependence 
resistivity term varies as T2 , which would result in T . being m1n 
proportional to x112. On the other hand, the "pair model" introduced 
by Oekker103 , Brailsford and Overhauser104 was found in agreement with 
recent work of Beal 105 , who introduced the long-range RKY indirect 
exchange interaction between the localized moments explicitly. He 
found105 that Tmin i s proportional to x113 and (pmax-pmin)/pmin 
are independent of the concentration in crystalline alloys. 
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In Pd-Co-P the resistivity minimum decreases linearly as the 
Co concentration increases . . The quantity (Pmax-Pmin)/Pmin is propor-
tional to the concentration (Table XIV) and decreases from 8 to 2% as 
the concentration of Co increases from 15 to 50 at. %, which indicates 
that the minimum is due to a correlation between independent localized 
spins. 
The present result cou ld therefore be attributed to the 
presence of paramagnetic ions in the ferromagnetically ordered alloys . 
The coexistence of a resistivity minimum phenomenon with ferromagnetism 
in disordered alloys may be associated with the facts that (1) d-d spin 
interaction is about 5-% weaker in the amorphous alloys than in the 
corresponding crystalline phase, and (2) extremely small concentrations 
of magnetic impurities are sufficient to yield a measurable Kondo 
effect. Therefore, due to uneven randomness and differences in the 
degree of short range order in the amorphous structure, a certain 
infinitely small number of transition metal atoms might find themselves 
shielded from all other transition metal atoms to behave like free 
spins. These localized "d" spins interact with the "s" conduction 
electron spins antiferromagnetically to give rise to the negative 
exchange integral "J". Moreover, the concentration of these localized 
moments is probably different from the overall "3d" transition metal 
concentration and al so from one samp le to another, which explains why 
the T . 
m1n is sometimes different as much as 6 °K from specimen to 
specimen cut within the same foil (Table XIV) . The problem of inter-
actions between impurities in a random alloy has been treated by 
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Marshall 106 and Klein107 in terms of a probability distribution of 
internal fields (the value of these fields can be described by a con-
tinuous probability distribution function). Klein also found that the 
concentration dependence of the temperature of the resistance minimum 
depended on the form used for the distribution of these internal 
fields 108 . This explains the observed increase in T . from 22 to m1n 
56 °K with decrease in Co concentration from 50 to 30 at. %, as the 
probability of finding a free spin increases with decreasing concen-
tration. The almost constant behavior of Tmin from 25 to 15 at. % 
cobalt might be interpreted in terms of an independent probability 
function due to a weak d-d exchange interaction at sufficient dilution. 
It is of interest to note that the Kondo minima are observed at low 
temperatures (almost the same temperature range in all Pd-M-P alloys) 
in order not to be smeared out by the phonon effect and because the 
scattering is low enough to prevent the ordering of the paramagnetic 
ions. 
At temperatures above Tmin the T2 term is the dominant con-
tribution to the resistivity until 77 to 11 8°K where an almos t linear 
variation with temperature is reached. The variation of the resistivity 
as can be explained in terms of the band structure of the 
Pd-M-P where 80 at. % are transition el ements. The electron-electron 
interactions in the transition metal s contribute substantially to the 
resistivity at low temperatures through colli s ions be tween the 11 S 11 
electrons of the conduction band and the 11 d11 electrons which are 
mainly localized (Section IV-B.l). Such s-d electron-electron inter-
actions contribute a T2 term in addition to the othe r factors 10 
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which might also contribute a T2 term like electron-paramagnon 
interactions. The decrease of a and B with increase in cobalt 
content is due to the increase in the interacting localized spin in 
terms of an increased internal field as seen elsewhere109 •110 . From 
equation (36) it can be derived that Tmin = (-a/28)112, which is 
conveniently called (Tmin calculated). It is apparent (Tab le XV) that 
the experimentally observed minimum falls quite close to the calculated 
Tmin values , which indicates a reasonably good fit of the phenomenolog-
ical equation. 
In Pd-Co-P the resistivity increases approximat ely linearly 
with temperature within the range 130° to 200°K, with an average s lope 
of 1M- O~n cm/°K which i s of the order of one-tenth that of the same 
crystalline phase. This small temperature coefficient of resistivity 
can be attributed to the large di sorder of the amorphous structure, 
which makes the contribution of phonon scattering quite sma ll . Above 
200°K the resistivity tends to flatten toward the temperature axis. 
In this temperature range the transport properties are governed 
mainly by thermal excitations from the locali zed electron states to 
the conduction band. Eventually at hi gh enough temperatures all the 
electrons have been excited to the conduction band which causes the 
flattening of the resistivity curve. To confirm this, the slope of 
the resistivity curve E pPMM-pOMM F/~q was calculated as a common 
denominator range for all the alloys of this series (Tab l e XIV). In 
Pd-Co-P, since the "d" band is nearly filled by electron transfer 
from phosphorus, there i s probably only between 0.5 and 1 "s" con-
duction electron per atom, which would explain the small positive 
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coefficient of temperature observed for the resistifity . 
In summary, we expect a res i s tivity minimum to occur in ferro-
magnetically, atomical ly di sordered alloys, the minimum becoming less 
important as fue transition metal concentration increases and the 
coefficients of ~n T and T2 become small er and strongly temperature 
dependent. The spin ordering in these kinds of alloys can be simulated 
as the ordering due to an app li ed "ext ernal fi eld" or as an increase in 
"internal fields ", due to an increase in trans ition metal concentration. 
2. Palladium-Manganese-Phosphorus Alloys 
The amorphous structure is particularly conducive to the exi s-
tence of localized moments 52 , especiall y in the presence of magneti c 
transition el ements . These localized moments on Mn and the r es ul t ing 
s-d exchange interaction between the conduction electrons and the free 
paramagnetic i ons111 are manifested by an enhancement of the negative 
temperature dependence of r es i stivity at l ower temperatures. A resis-
tivity minimum, of course, would not be expected , as the base all oy 
already has a negative t emperature coefficient of resistivity. In 
addition to the negative temperature dependence, these alloys show T2 
behavior at the l owest temperature range, ~ n T at low temperatures, 
and an almos t linear behavior at hi gh temperatures. Chandrasekhar and 
Huhn59 attempted to expl ain the negative t emperature coefficient in y 
phase uranium molybdenum alloys in t erms of a "two overlapping bands 
model", of which one i s narrow (Sec . IV-8.3). The result of their work 
i s s ummarized by equation (31) which predict s that p(T) is propor-
t . 1 t T2 t 1 t t s. h 67 . z. I h63 1ona o a ow empera ures. 1n a us1ng 1ma n s approac 
suggested that the negative coeffi ci ent of (Pt100_xNix )75P25 
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(20 ~ x ~RM F i s due to their high Fermi energy 6. 9 eV, wh i ch corre-
sponds to the position of the firs t peak in the x-ray interference 
fun ction. But according to Friedel 10 the Fermi energy should be smal l er 
than the reported value for the l oca li zed moments to exist . Earlier 
work112 explained the T2 behavi or at low temperature by "Nagaoka spi n 
compensated states" act ing at lowest temperature range and a Kondo 
mechanism acting at a higher temperature range. Here by reference to 
the "locali zed sp in fluctuation mode l"69 (LSF), t he negative temperature 
coefficient of resistivity, the T2 behavior, and the ~n T wi ll be 
explained and the transit i on to T dependence of the resistivity will 
be predicted. 
Use of the LSF was first proposed by Lederer and Mills113 , who 
showed that the scattering of conduction electrons from time-dependent 
fluctuations of the magnetizati on at the site of a nea rly magnetic 
transition metal "i mpurity " l eads to a res i stivity varying as T2 at 
s uffi ci ently l ow temperatures, as observed in di l ute Pd -!ii_ a ll oys 114 . 
Babic et a l 11 5 , interpreted the decrease of the resistivity with 
increased temperature in MnAl, and Capl in11 6 in CrAl, in terms of 
localized sp in f luctuations . The mechani sm by which the LSF operates 
i s that the virtual bound state forces the phase sh ift to go to n/2 
at zero t emperature, so that the add i t i onal scattering due to spin 
fluctuations has the effect of pushing the scattering off resonance 
and hence reduces the resistivity as T increases . 
The quest i on then follows as to why the resistivity coefficient 
is negative in Pd-Mn-P and not in other Pd-M-P alloys where M=Co, Fe, 
and Ni? The expl anation is possible in terms of many of the existing 
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theories: 
(1) From Anderson•s virtual bound state model 52 , it i s apparent that 
the enhancement of the negative contribution to the resistivity will 
be maximum when the virtual bound state is half full, Ed = 0 in equa-
tion (33). In Al, as expected, this occurs between Cr and Mn and is 
confirmed by susceptibili ty119 , residual resistivity, and thermopower 
measurements125 . 
(2) Recent work by Cyrot130 on amorphous alloys revealed that the 
shape of the d band is not changed in comparison to that of the crys-
talline case, except that the width i s r educed by a factor ~ 
where c is the concentration of sites inaccessible to electrons 
when the atomic l evels are infinite. This shou ld make the off-
resonance scattering easier. Preliminary results of Pd-Cr-P and 
Pd-Cu-P confirm the expected negative temperature dependence for these 
alloys. 
Kaiser and Doniach69 suggest that for LSF the resistivity 
behavior is of the form: 
at low temperatures and 
(43) 
at tempera~ures above 0.2 TLSF' 
Nagaoka•s condensed statel8, on the other hand, predicts the 
behavior: 
(44) 
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So although experimentalists and theori sts agree on how the measurable 
quantities should behave as a function of temperature, the difference 
is in the mechani sm and in the value of TK and TLSF , which results 
from the weighing factor s in the r el evant physical express ions68 . 
Rivier70 , applying Anderson's electronic contribution equation to the 
transport properties (Ref . 11, equations (9)-(13)), demonstrated a 
physical equivalence between the Kondo-Nagaoka spi n compensated stat e 
and LSF in a dilute alloy, nonmagnetic in the sense of Friedel 61 and 
Anderson52 , but where LSFs are important21 at low t emperatures 
(kT << q~ 1 F where To i s the lifetime of the LSF. Such a description 
includes both a conjecture by Schrieffer58 that some dilute alloys 
(like trans ition metal in Al), traditionally viewed as nonmagnet i c, are 
in fact Kondo compensated magnetic impuriti es , and Anderson's view52 of 
the Kondo t emper ature as the boundary between the nonmagneti c and mag-
netic behavior in dilute alloys. 
Mathemat ically, the spin compensated state and the LSF are not 
equivalent (Sec. IV-8.3), s ince the former i s a magnetic state, while 
the latter i s nonmagnetic. Physically, however, t heir effect on 
observed quantities like the transport coefficients or the susceptibi-
lity is the same. Conceptually, it is much easier to vi suali ze a 
nonmagneti c alloy with spin fluctuat ions appearing magnetic at high 
temperatures (1/X ver s us T) than with condensat ion at low tempera-
tures of a magnetic impuri ty s urrounded by conducti on el ectrons. 
The res i stiv ity minimum and the ~n T behavi or in the LSF 
model was explained by Levine109 in t erms of Wolff's model 110 of local-
moment formation in dilute alloys us ing the self-regulati ng solution 
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of Suh1 117 and Levine and Suhl 118 . Their results show that within the 
framework of their theory11 ~I the resistivity due to the free paramag -
netic ion exhibits a Kondo-like behavior approximating ~n T over an 
appreciable temperature range61 ,?l ,l9,119. 
For amorphous alloys the phonon contribution to the resistivity 
behaves also as T2 at low temperatures. No attempts will be made to 
separate the P(phonon) from P(spin fluctuation)' 
The experimental resistivity curves (Figs . 29 and 32) could be 
fitted to the phenomenological equation (38 ): 
T 2 P = P0 - (a + s (8) - y ~n T + ET) (38) 
There is a Kondo-like region in the temperature range 
Td < pa ~n T < Td as shown in Figs. 30 and 33. The existence of a 
' (-y ~n T) term indicates a Kondo-type effect due to the state of spin· 
ordering of the free paramag netic manganese ions. Although in the 
crystalline alloys so far studied the Kondo effect disappears in the 
magnetically ordered alloys, this does not seem to be the case in 
amorphou s systems where the coexistence of the Kondo effect with mag-
netic order was observed frequently120 ,121 and could be explained by 
the existence of a small amount of random paramagnetic ions in the 
alloys. These ions are relatively free from each other, s ince the 
resistivity data between and T' d could be explained without tak-
ing into account the tenns arising from the mutual interaction between 
those free spins. This effect is probably linked with a small d-d 
interaction in the amorphous alloys. The leveling off of the res i s-
tivity below Td in the ~n T plot is probably due to the internal 
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field arising from the magnetic ordering of the free ions and the 
presence of LSF in the nearly magnetic bound states formed on those 
paramagnetic Mn spins. As the temperature is lowered, the number of 
free spins diminishes and finally the LSF, T2 term dominates the 
resistivity behavior. This lower portion of the resistivity curve was 
computer fitted to the LSF low temperature equation (43) and to the 
Nagaoka expression for compensated state, equation (44). 
It is worth noticing that the concentration dependence of TK 
is very close to that of Td (Tables XVI and XVIII), which indicates 
that they are similar. Experimentally Td ~ TK increases linearly 
with Mn concentration "x" while theoretically Td should be propor-
tional to x112 , due to the fact that the temperature dependence 
resi sti vity term for the amorphous alloys varies as T2 Here the 
apparent linear increase of TK with concentration may be attributed 
to the d-d spin interaction. On the other hand, Td ~ TK remains 
almost constant up to 22 at.% P in (Pd70Mn 30)100_YPY, then increases 
as almost the square of the phosphorus content. The nonlinearity in 
the concentration dependence suggests that there are correlations 
between the paramagnetic ions in addition to those due to RKY inter-
actions. The increase of Td as the Mn concentration increases was 
previously noticed for Cu alloys containing Cr where the ~n R versus 
T t emperature independent region increased with increase in magnetic 
field68 . So the above result in Pd-Mn-P may arise from the same 
origin, as it occurs in a region of temperature where almost all other 
phenomena are weak and could be interpreted in terms of an increase in 
the internal field. This would also explain the decrease of the 
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absolute value of the slope y of i n T (Tabl es XVII and XIX) in 
.. 
Pd-Mn-P with increase in manganese content as due to the increase in 
the interacting localized spins in terms of an increased internal 
field122 •123 . This was seen experimentally and proved theoretically 
by Abrikosov71 , Liu124 and Silverstein108 in other alloys, also with 
increas~ in magnetic element concentration. 
The difference between TK and TLSF is understandable as the 
constants in the two equations vary. The Kaiser-Doniach results 
applied to Pd-Mn-P amorphous alloy system imply that the transition 
from T2 to T dependence of the res i s tivity occurs around 
Tc = 0.5 TLSF , which is in agreement with the experimentally deter-
mined linear portion of the curve TL (Tables XVII and XIX). The 
concentration independe nt T2 behavior in Pd-Mn-P was also noticed 
in very accurate measurements in progress on AlMn and AlCr126 . 
The LSF almost-linear dependence of res i stivity on T at 
higher temperature may be unders tood in terms of the Bose character 
of localized paramagnons, since at temperatures larger than Ts the 
excitations take on classical equipartition occupation probabilities; 
the number of thermal excitations is proportional to T . Thus, the 
appearance of a linear law may be expected as a fairly general conse-
quence of a low-lying Bose excitation spectrum . Kaiser and Doniach 
established an analogy between the spin fluctuation resistivity and 
the Bloch-Grunei sen expression for resistivity due to electron phonon 
scattering, which also shows a linear T dependence at higher tem-
peratures . Fitt ing Kaiser and Doniach•s linear dependent equation to 
the high t emperature (200-300°K) range yielded TLSF values higher 
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than expected; for instance, for (Pd62Mn38)77 P23 , TLSF = 600°K , 
while the T2 portion of the curve yielded a TLSF = 443.4°K , 
which is in close agreement with the experimental curve. The devia-
tion of the hi gh temperature values of TLSF may be attributed to 
the phonon contribution to the LSF resistivity. Such a contribution 
would vary linearly with temperature, and although it would not alter 
the linear temperature dependence of the impurity resistivity, it 
might alter the est imate of the TLSF by some 10%. An evaluation 
and separation of this contribution was not attempted, because the 
resistivity of Pd-Mn-P i s about one order of magnitude higher than the 
phonon resistivity in pure Pd or Mn and this can l ead us to believe 
that this phonon contribution is small. Another reason for the devia-
tion could be that the enhancement factor was not taken into consid-
eration127. 
The breakdown of Matthies sen's rule in Pd-Mn-P i s attributed 
to the relaxation of the conservation of momentum requirement in elec-
tron phonon scattering brought about by the l oss of trans l ational 
symmetry in the al loy128 . Recently another way to exp l ain the nega-
tive temperature dependence , fo llowing the same approach as that of 
Caplin and Rizzuto116 was attempted129 . It takes into account the 
dynamical splitting between the spin up and spin down vbs ' s induced 
by the spin fluctuations, by introducing an effective energy width 
6' = 6/n and then using the Sonmerfeld expansion to calculate the 
scattering cross section . As a firs t approximation, it assumes that 
the effect of the thermal flu ctuations can be approximated by consid-
ering, in place of one vbs of Lorenzian shape, two such s tates shifted 
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by kT around EF (Anderson localized state model), and it results 
in a linear T dependence ~t high temperatures. This model, however, 
is too crude to be given further attention. 
C. Magnetoresistivity 
· 1. Pd-Co-P 
The magnetoresistivity of Pd-Co-P is negative and varies from 
2 to 16 x l0-3 as the concentration of cobalt increases from 15 to 50 
at. %. The negative magnetoresistivity in Pd-Mn-P is much smaller and 
of the order of 1 to 3x lo-4 . The magnetores istivity results for 
Pd-Co-P, Fig. 39, for H ~ 4 kOe were best fitted to a relation 
(45) 
where H , the appli ed magnetic field is in kOe. For (Pd85co15 )80P20 , 
for instance , a= 1. 36 and b = 9.4 x 10-6 Yosida16 has shown 
that for a ferromagnet , the magnetoresistance is proportional to -H , 
and for a paramagnet, it is proportional to -H2 This l ast term is 
attributed to an s-d exchange interaction. In Pd-Co-P the experimental 
results suggest, therefore, that ferromagnetism and paramagnetism 
coexist in the amorphous al l oy even for T << Tc . This is consistent 
with the resistivity minimum found in these al loys below Tc A 
better fit for the magnetoresistance versus H was obtained by fitting 
the curve to a formula of the form: 
Below 4 kOe the magnetoresistance was very close to H2 , indicating 
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the paramagnetic nature of the magnetic ions. Above 4 kOe, n 
decreased with increase in Co concentration, reaching 1.3 for 50 at. % 
Co, which is a clear indication of the loss of paramagnetic ions in 
favor of ferromagnetic spin ordering. The fitting parameter q also 
decreased with increase in Co concentration. Even though the para-
magnetic contribution can be extracted from the observed magnetoresis-
tance, quantitative agreement with the theoretical results of Beal-
Monod and Weiner75 is rather poor. 
Qualitative agreement in terms of ~asured magnetization was 
satisfactory and was attempted by fitting the magnetoresistance to a 
general expression of the form: 
(47) 
where cra is the measured magnetization . As an example, for 
(Pd85co15 )80P20 , dE %/~~F = 0.145 and n = 2.74. The fact that the 
value of n is generally close to 2 seems to be due to the existence 
of ferromagnetism, since 4.2°K is well below the Curie temperature of 
these alloys. This is in accordance with Yosida's theory131 , which 
shows that for ferromagnets the magnetoresistance is proportional to 
-H2, and this behavior is attributed to an s-d exchange interaction. 
The deviation of n from 2 at low fields indicates, in terms of the 
theoretical equation (42), that the quasi-bound state model might not 
be fully valid. It is also evident that the absolute value of the 
negative magnetoresistivity increases somev1hat 1 inearly with Co con-
centration. This is consistent with the expected concentration 
dependence of the magnetization cra , which is proportional to n . 
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The existence of the c parameter in the above equation is attributed 
to the existence of paramagnetic spins. 
Although the quantitative analysis of the negative magnetoresis-
tance due to ferromagnetism is complicated by the existence of s-d 
exchange interaction in Pd-Co-P, the observed data obey equation {47) 
qualitatively if cra is the measured magnetization. The appreciable 
negative magnetoresistance at high concentration of Co is probably due 
to the large magnetization arising from a kind of d-d spin clustering 
among Co atoms in the alloys. The saturation of the negative magneto-
resi stance at high fields corresponds to the saturation magnetization. 
Two characteristics are noted in Fig. 40: (a) the negative mag-
netoresistance of the {Pd100_xMnx) 77P23 alloys increases as the 
manganese concentration increases from 15 to 30 at. %, and (b) although 
still negative, the absolute value of the magnetoresistance decreases 
to become almost field independent as Mn increases from 35 to 38 at. %. 
The absence of strong negative magnetoresistance for 35 to 38 at. % is 
due to the fact that (1) the magnetization aa at 4.2°K is very small 
at these compositions as confirmed by the magnetic measurements, and 
(2) th b.l ·t · "dl 135 •136 w1·th the · f e mo 1 1 y 1ncreases rap1 y 1ncrease o manganese 
concentration. 
Similar behavior was observed by Gerritsen132 in crystalline 
Au-Mn and in dilute alloys, but the transition metal concentration at 
which the minimum occurs is very small --of the order of less than 0.1 
at.%. The fact that this minimum in amorphous alloys occurs at quite 
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a high concentration of manganese indicates that the d-d spin interac-
tion between transition atoms i s weaker in amorphous alloys than in 
crystalline systems . The interaction between l ocalized moments and 
the conduction el ectrons was s hown to resu lt in negative magnetoresis-
tance, which agrees with the experimental results. According to 
Toyozawa133 , the magnetoresistance dependence on concentration could 
be explained by the overlaps between the e lectron wave function 
belonging to different paramagnetic spins (which become appreci able as 
the concentration increases) and the localization of the e l ectrons, 
thus causing the negative magnetoresistance to become obscured . Mott 
and Zinamon134 have suggested that as long as moments persist in an 
alloy, the density of states should consist of two overlapping Hubbard 
bands, so that the Fermi energy (unl ess the compensation i s high) wil l 
be in a pseudogap, which will give ri se to a positive term to the mag-
netoresistance . Therefore the magnetoresistivity curves could be 
interpreted in terms of the number of electrons being influenced 
by each mechanism. 
The behavior observed with the change in phosphorus concentra-
tion is similar to that obtained with change in manganese content. 
The magnetores i stance (a) is positi ve for l ow phosphorus concentration 
. 
and the absolute value increases with P concentration from 17 to 19 
at.% P, and (b) decreases in absolute value for 20 at. % P, then 
becomes negat ive and increases in absolute value as phosphorus 
increases from 21 to 26 at . %. The second characteristic i s reasonably 
· -166-
consistent with the dependence of cr on phosphorus concentration. 
a 
The theoretical results of Beal-Monod and Weiner75 gave a rather poor 
fitting, even though the paramagnetic part of the magnetoresistivity 
was extracted. Recently Me ll 137 has found a positive magnetoresis-
tivity in amorphous films of InAs and InP. Therefore the experimental 
magnetoresistivity results for amorphous alloys suggest the existence 
of ferromagnetism or antiferromagnetism with paramagnetic random spins, 
even for T < Tc or TN . This is consistent with the localized spin 
fluctuation and Kondo-like behavior observed in these alloys. 
D. Magnetic Properties 
1. Pd-Co-P Alloys 
The magnetization versus temperature curve for Pd-Co-P implies 
the existence of ferromagn etism in these alloys. The magnetic 
isothermals can be expressed by 
cr(H,T) = XH + cr(O,T) 
where cr(H,T) is the magnetization at a temperature T and a field 
H , cr(O,T) is the spontaneous magnetization, and X is the total 
susceptibility. The classical method for obtaining the ferromagne tic 
Curie temperature Tc by plotting cr2(0,T) versus T and extrapolat-
ing the linear part to the temperature axis is not applicable in the 
present alloys, since the Curie temperature is above room temperature . 
High temperature magnetic transition determination (Sec. IV-0.2) 
revealed that the Curie temperature varies from 398°K to 273°K as the 
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cobalt concentration decreases from 50 to 15 at.% (Table XXII). A 
maximum in the magnetization curve appears at lower temperatures for 
15 at.% Co. Thi s maximum i s re lated to the ordering of the free 
paramagnetic spins responsibl e for the Kondo-like behavior observed 
in the resistivity measurements. The magnetic nature of this order-
ing can be inferred from the quenching by an external field of the 
peak in the magnetization. It has also been suggested that the 
maximum in magnetization could be attributed to possible antiferromag-
netic coupling of ferromagnetic domains 138 •139 , but this approach does 
not explain the observed quenching of the peak in magnetization at 
high applied magnetic field. M5ssbauer study of Pd-Fe-P140 revealed 
that the Pd atoms do not play a large role in these amorphous all oys, 
since the presence of phosphorus as an electron donor greatly reduces 
the polarization of the palladium141 \'Jhich appears to have a full "4d" 
band. A simi l ar band fi lling effect of this type might be expected 
for Pd-Co-P all oys which might explain the reduced moment. Unfortunately 
this could not be checked since the amorphous range does not extend to 
lower cobalt concentration, but amorphous Pd80si 20 was shown to have a 
very low susceptibi lity X( l0- 7,lo-8emu/g) indicating a filled "d" 
band. Another factor that contributes to the reduced magnetization 
could be found in terms of Handrich's treatment142 of the amorphous 
ferromagnet on the basis of the molecular field approximation . Starting 
from the Heisenberg-Dirac Hamiltonian, 
-+- + 
H =- t J .. S. S. lJ 1 J 
and taking into account the amorphous nature of the material by 
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allowing random fluctuations in the exchange integral s J. . , he lJ 
found that the effect of these fluctuations is to produce a reduced 
magnetization of the form 
where Bs i s the Brillouin function for spin S , x = 3S/(S+l)(o/T), 
T = T/Tc and o is a parameter reflecting the magnitude of the 
fluctuations. For 8 < l ferromag neti sm exists. The failure of the 
theory to account for the low-temperature behavior at 15 at.% cobalt 
i s a character i stic of all molecular field theories and is a result of 
the inability to take into consideration the low density tails of the 
spin random fluctuation probability. The effect of the hybridi zation 
of the s and d bands on the occurrence of ferromagnetism has 
recently been studi ed by Koishore and Joshi 143 . Their treatment uses 
the Hartree-Fock approximation and the so- ca ll ed Hubbard approxima-
tion144, but no characteristic behavior is deduced. Recently Rivier145 
treated the magnetism in amorphous alloys in terms of the Ruderman-
Kittell-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY ) type iteration. The oscillatory charac-
ter of the interaction together with the randomness in the distribution 
of magnetic moments is responsible for the magnetic behavior of this 
11Well-defined state of magnetic matter ... Each magnetic atom is 
tightly coupled to a probability distribution effective fi eld due to 
a 11 other neighboring a toms. The onset of "1 oca l magnetic order" 
depends on the strength of the "magnetic correlation .. which is related 
to the effective fie ld (external and intennal ) as well as the thermal 
noi se . Therefore the magnetic characteristics of Pd-Co-P are described 
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very well by Rivier theoretical approach in t erms of a coll ective and 
random di stribution of magnet i c spins. The i sothermal magnetization 
increases linearl y with the appli ed field, and a small tendency 
toward saturation may be observed at high fie l ds or l ow temperatures , 
see Fig. 50. At 4.2°K , considerable remanance is observed in. 
(Pd50co·50 )80P20 , (1 3 emu/g ) and the all oy seems to saturate at 3.5 
kOe . Its saturation moment i s 0.534 U~/atomK The genera l non-
saturation behavior of magneti zat i on was f ound to be common to most 
amorphous ferromagnetic all oys. The decrease in saturation t endency, 
as expected from the Rivier model for magnetism in amorphous al loys, 
i s att ributed to the l ack of interaction among increas i ngly separated 
cobalt atoms. 
2. Pd-Mn-P Alloys 
The magnetic susceptibility versus temperature at 6 kOe was 
measured as a function of var i ed concentrations of manganese and phos-
phorus, see Figs. 47 and 49 . The inverse susceptibi l ity devi ates from 
the Curie-Weiss l aw and the magnetization undergoes a maximum at 
T = Tmax' Tables XX III and XXIV, which are typical behavior of many 
Kondo systems. Above Tmax the 1/ x versus T for manganese above 
30 at . % in (Pd100_xMnx) 77P23 and phosphorus above 22 at .% in 
(Pd70Mn30 )100 _YPY seems to cons i st of two s traight lines with a change 
of s lope ~t a characteristi c temperature q~ • Consequently the 
values of ~eff and are not the same below and above The 
strai ght line drawn through the higher temperature points 
( rd < T < 300°K) gi ves a negative intercept. The effective magnetic 
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moment v;as detennined using the relation )Jeff= g[S(S+l)] 112 where 
g is the ratio of the angular moment to the angular momentum and 
IS(S+l) is the value of the angular momentum of the electrons. The 
value obtained for )Jeff l eads to an absolute value of the spin quan-
tum number s between 0.63 and 0. 78 JJB per atom as the manganese 
increases from 25 to 37 at.%. Similarly the spin quantum number s 
varies between 0.66 and 0.76 as the phosphorus concentration increases 
from 22 to 26. In crystalline alloys, the electric field of the other 
atoms or ions surrounding the metal ion in its compound restricts the 
orbital motion of the electrons so that the orbital angular moment and 
hence the orbital moment become partially or wholly quenched. Such a 
mechanism i s not operative in the case of amorphous alloys, but due to 
the lack of any other approach , the magnetic moment was assumed to be 
due to electron spins alone. 
Th . t• th . 146 •147 d' t th t e ex1s 1ng eor1es pre 1c a as T approaches zero 
the magnetic moment should decrease due to the fonnation of the quasi-
bound state while the susceptibility becomes finite. The susceptibility 
could therefore be expressed as: 
X = gg~ff f(T)/3kT 
The effective magnetic moment lJeff!f[f} obtai ned in this way is shown 
in Figs . 54 and 55 . The difference between the S value of 5/2 assum-
ing MN++ and the experime ntally detennined value of 1.78 which increases 
to 2. 35 gg U/t~n atom as the manganese increases between 17 to 37 at. % 
suggests that some conduction electrons provided by phosphorus fill the 
d shell of Mn. The value of ]Jeff obtained for lower temperature is 
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smaller than the effective moment obtained above Td , implying the 
existence of magnetic interaction between paramagnetic spins. The 
characteristic temperature Td is probably the Kondo temperature for 
the following reasons: (a ) Td is very close to the temperature at 
which the resistivity p deviates from -~n T dependence; (b) the 
effective magnetic moment decreases below Td ; (c) the susceptibil ity 
X obeys a general function: 
2 X = ~eff f(T)/3kT 
where 
f(T) = constant T/Tl/2 d 
for Tmax <T < Td . This result gives u~ (T/Td)-l/2 for T << Td 
as suggested by Anderson52 As shown in Figs. 56 and 57, this law 
seems to be obeyed approximately between Tmax and Td in the X 
versus ~n T plot. Daybell and Steyert68 suggested that ep is equal 
to Td , so an attempt to plot Td , ep and Td (the deviation from 
~n T behavior in the resistivity measurement) in Figs. 58 and 59 
revea l ed that the three parameters are closely related. Similar be-
havior was previously observed in Mn-Pd-Si 148 . But if the quasi-
bound state model holds, the Curie-Weiss l aw shou ld be obeyed--which is 
not the case--since the high temperature portion of the 1/X versus T 
curves for concentrations of phosphorus below 20 at. % and manganese 
below 25 at.% has a distinct curvature, concave towards the temperature 
axis. The fact that the presence of such curvature in a region where 
the magnitude of the localized moment i s temperature independent suggests 
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that ferrimagnetic behavior does not exist. Also, the peak in the 
magnetization curve persists for all compositions of the alloy systems, 
and while the temperature at which the maximum occurs increases with 
increase in manganese content, the intensity of the magnetization 
maxima decreases dras tically with increase in manganese concentration. 
Similar behavior is observed with increase in phosphorus content, but 
the intensity of the magnetization maxi ma i s proportional to the phos-
phorus content. It can also be noticed that these maxima become broad-
er and more diffuse with increase in either manganese or phosphorus 
content. Generally, such a peak in magneti zation at low temperatures 
is associated with antiferromagnetic alignment of the spin. The belief 
that the suscepti bility maximum i s a Neel temperature is totally ex-
cluded, as preliminary heat capacity measurements fail ed to show a A. 
transition at the same t emperature range. Qualitative considerations 
therefore suggest that the suscept ibility maximum is a variant of the 
Van Vl eck type of paramagnetism (VVP ). VVP occurs when the ground 
state of the ion i s a singlet and the crystal fie l d i nteraction is 
strong compared to exchange . The ions, upon coo ling, do not order but 
instead sett le into the s ingle t ground state in whi ch they possess onl y 
an induced moment. Thus , in this case, mag netization increases as tem-
perature fa ll s and fin all y level s off at some l ow t emperature when the 
excited, p·ermanent mome nt-carrying s ta tes a re no l onger populated to 
any appreciabl e extent. Under appropriate circumstances it appeared 
that t he magnetization could pass through a maxi mum ins tead of level-
ing off to some limiting value as expected from the LSF res i stivi ty 
mechanism. The circumstances under whi ch this occurs cou ld require a 
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highly magnetic excited state or states , only slight ly higher in · 
energy than the s ingl et ground state. Magnetization could continue to 
rise with decreas ing temperature as long as a s ignificant fraction 
{perhaps 5% or so ) of the ions are in the excited magnetic state. 
Eventually depopulation of the excited state must occur and the system 
will exh i bit the reduced magnetization character i stics of the s ingl et 
ground state. Thus qualitatively, it can be seen how the maximum in 
magnetization ver sus temperature arises, but unfortunately a quantita-
tive demonstration of the energ ies £ . and the magnetic moments ~· 1 1 
is difficult due to the random ness and variation of the several crystal 
field s tates of the i ons in an amorphous structure . 
t ~ i exp ( -£;1 kT) 
t exp ( - £;fkT} 
The nonlinearity of x-l ver s us T curve and the magnitude of x for 
T > 50°K indicate that Mn, which appears to be non-magnetic be low 
50°K, may be acquiring a moment at hi gher temperatures as explained in 
the LSF approach. Crys t alli ne NdNi 5 exhibits similar behavior
149 I t 
is well known that manganese i s a magnetic atom. Electron transfer 
from phosphorus to manganese i s barely suffi cient to fill the latter's 
d band, l eaving infini tely small moment. The changing electronic con-
figuration of manganese undoubted ly makes a contribution to both the 
magnetic and el ectri cal properties. 
Another difficulty in the study of magnetism in amorphou s 
alloys i s that the compos ition dependent exchange in teract ions are 
randomly distributed. The overall shape of the magnetization curves 
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i s typical of those observed in garnets (RIG,Y IG) resulting from the 
inter pl ay of different exchange forces . Also, in amorphous alloys , 
the exchange integra l J depends not only on metallic el ements through 
direct exchanges but al so on nonmetallic e l ements through superex-
changes. In NiO 150 , the nonme talli c 0 i s loca li zed between the two 
meta llic elements Ni, and each J depends so l ely on a s ingl e nonmetal-
lic elements. Gambino151 measured the magnetic moment of GdNi 1 0 -x x 
and found that GdNi i s ferromagnetic, but small amounts of oxygen 
(x = 0.05) cause paramagneti sm and short-range antiferromagnetic order 
to set in as f ound by neutron diffraction ana lys i s . 
The increase in width of the magnetizat ion peak with manganese 
and phosphorus could be attributed merel y to the random fluctuations 
in local sp in arrangement. It i s al so sug gested that one of the 
dominant effects to be considered in the distribution of magnetic 
moments is the el ectron-transfer effect from phosphorus . As the P 
content remains constant , thi s effect alone cannot exp l ain the increase 
in width observed with increase in manganese concentration . There are 
also the cond uction el ectrons, which may become polarized through the 
Ruderman-Kitte 1-Kasuya-Yosi da ( RKKY) interaction and contribute to the 
b d . d h . th t. t . . 14 , 131 , 1 51 o serve w1 t 1n e magne 1za 10n max1ma This nonuniform 
spin polarization l eads to the exi stence of the Kondo-like l ocali zed 
spin fluctuation effect observed in t he resi stivity measureme nt . The 
possibility of spi n fluctuations as the source of both T and T2 
t erms in the r esistivity receives added proof from the magnetic measure-
ments. In the case of the spin fluctuation, the coefficient 8LSF 
(equation (40 ) shou l d be proport i ona l to x2 100 where x i s the 
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spin susceptibility. This relation i s obeyed in the amorphous md-~n-mK 
Also according to Ka iser and .Doniach69 , the critical temperature Tc 
as defined in the last reference shou ld decrease and BLSF should 
increase with increase in the concentration of the 3d metal, which is 
confirmed by the results shown in Tabl es XVII and XIX. Thus, the re-
lationship between susceptibi lity and resistivity confirms the local-
ized spin fluctuation model for the Pd-Mn-P alloys. 
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VIII CONCLUSIONS 
The structure and properties of amorphous Pd-Mn-P and 
Pd-Co-P alloys quenched from the liquid state have been investigated 
in terms of the effect of (l) the 3d band filling of the first transi-
tion metal group, (2) the phosphorus concentration effect which acts 
as an electron donor, and (3) the trans ition metal concentration. 
The structure of the amorphous all oys was tentatively charac-
terized in terms of relatively s imple geometrical entities and their 
statistical distribution. This "geometrical entities" model has the 
advantage that it accounts not only for the size and concentration of 
the constituents but also for the affinity among the atomic components . 
From x-ray generated distri bution functions, precise information about 
these structural entities was obtained as well as structural parameters 
such as: the number of nearest neighbors, the metal-to-metal distance, 
the degree of short-range order, and the affinity between metal-to-metal 
and metal-metalloid . 
The effect of the change in transition meta l content coul d be 
summarized as follo\1/S: (a) the transition metal solubility at constant 
phosphorus content decreases as we go across the transition metal 
seri es towards the l eft, from 70 at. % for Ni to 22 at.% for Mn; 
(b) the composition dependent rate of shift in I(K) and W(r) becomes 
decreas ingly noticeable as the trans ition metal changes from Ni to Mn; 
(c) the ratio of r2;r1 which indicates the degree of short-range 
orde r changes in the above seq uence from l .65 to 1. 82, which is closer 
to the liquid metal in which 1.8 ~ r 2;r1 ~ 2.0 , indicating a greater 
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disorder in Mn alloys; (d) the first peak in the intensity versus 20 
has a shoulder on the left-hand side for Pd-Fe-P and Pd-Ni-P, while 
the shoulder is on the right-hand side for Pd-Mn-P (this is associated 
with the existence of higher number of unlike atom pairs in Fe and Ni 
than in Mn alloys ); (e) contrary to what was observed in Pd-Fe-P and 
Pd-Ni-P amorphous metallic al l oys , there is no shoulder on the high 
angle side of the second peak of I(K); (f) the number of maxima at 
higher interatomic distance (which gives an insight on the short-range 
order) decreases with increase in phosphoru s concentration. The rate 
of damping of those maxima increases, whi l e they become wider and flat-
ter approaching a li quid- li ke structure. The transport properties of 
these amorphous alloys indicate that they are all electrical conduc-
tors. The magnetic properties of Pd-Co-P alloys show that they are 
good examples of amorphous f erromagnets. These alloys show a Curie 
temperature between 272.5 and 399°K as the cobalt concentration in-
creases from 15 to 50 at. %. The inverse susceptibility and magnetiza-
tion retain the characteristic shape of crystalline ferromagnetic 
alloys, except that they are flattened s li ghtly, which is attributed 
to a weak d-d spin interaction. The magnitude of the magnetic moment 
suggests a filling of the 3d band of cobalt by electron transfer from 
phosphorus. The Pd atoms appear to play a smal l role in the magneti-
zation, since it is be li eved that its 4d shell is filled. Below a 
critical concentration, the short-range exchange interact ions which 
produce the ferromagnetism are unabl e to establi sh a long-range mag-
netic order, and a peak in the magnetization shows up (15 at . % Co) at 
the lowest temperature range. This local magnetic ordering is due to 
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some indirect exchange interaction through the conduction electrons. 
The H/T superposition of the _points does not hold and the existence of 
remanence suggests that superparamagnetism does not exist. The elec-
trical resistivity of Pd-Co-P indicates the possible coexistence of a 
Kondo-like minimum in disordered ferromag neti c alloys even at high con-
centrations of transition metals. The minimum becomes less important 
as the trans ition metal concentration increases and the coefficients of 
in T and T2 become smaller and strongly temperature dependent. The 
spin ordering in these kinds of alloys can be s imulated as the ordering 
due to an applied "external field" or as an increase in "internal 
fields" due to an increase in transi tion metal concentration. The tern-
perature coefficient of resistivity is positive for Pd-Fe-P, Pd-Ni-P and 
Pd-Co-P, while it is negative for Pd-Mn-P. It is possible to account 
for the negative temperature dependence by the spin fluctuation 
model 113 •69 or by the simpl e phase s hift analys i s153 and also by consi-
dering the modification of the exchange interaction constant through 
interference between potential and exchange scattering73 . The LSF 
model seems most appropriate and has been found capable of yielding many 
features of the observed behavior. The high density of states at the 
Fermi energy for manganese accounts for the observed resistivity coef-
ficient. This i s confirmed by preliminary measurements made on Pd-Cr-P, 
which has also a negative temperature dependence. The magnetic meas-
urements made on Pd-Mn-P suggest that a combination of localized moments 
on Mn s ites and atomic disorder have produced a large spin di sorder, 
which i s fairly temperature independent at high temperatures. The peak 
in the magnetization in the lowest temperature range i s attributed to a 
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variant of the Van Vleck type of paramagneti sm . This lower range ~ag­
netic contribution is lumped ,with free paramagnetic spins whose effect 
wa~ observed in the resistivity measurements. There is a strong pos-
sibility that in these alloys most of the Mn atoms have Mn first or 
second neighbors, especially at this high concentration of manganese. 
This suggests that there may be superexchange through Pd or P atoms, 
which implies that the 3d holes belonging to the Mn atoms are not 
strictly localized near the Mn nucleus, but are spread over the Mn and 
its neighbors . It would not be surprising if there were some spin 
transfer of this sort , since one would expect that Pd-Mn-P has covalent 
bonding to a certain extent. From the availabl e evidence it does not 
seem possible to decide to what extent localized paired 4s electrons 
are present. A conclusive interpretation of the magnetic behavior is 
not possible due to the random distribution of magnetic spins as well 
as randomization in the spin directions. The magnetic results confirm 
the existence of the localized spin fluctuation mechanism suggested by 
the resistivity measurements. 
The magnetoresistivity of Pd-Co-P and Pd-Mn-P suggests that 
some type of magnetic order coexists with paramagnetic spins . At the 
lowest fields, the change in resistance in a magnetic field is propor-
tional to the square of the applied fields, which indicates high 
paramagnetic spin concentration. At high fields or high concentrati on 
of transition metals, the change of resistance becomes proportional to 
the magnetic field, which could be attributed to magnetic ordering. The 
theoretical work of Hart154 and Yosida131 interprets the structure in 
terms of a short-range magnetic ordering that could arise from the 
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Rudennan-Kittel152 type of interaction. The experimental results and 
the phenomenological interpretation attempted indicate a relation 
between the cooperative magnetic effects and the anomalous observed 
resistivity behavior. Mell and Stuke137 be li eve that the negat ive mag-
netoresi stance is contributed by that part of the current that is 
carried by electrons with energies near the Fermi l eve l rather than 
spin dependent scattering. Generally the negative magnetoresistivity 
is a strong indication of the existence of localized moment . On the 
other hand, Mott and Zinamon134 suggest that alloys havi ng a magneti c 
moment would have a dens ity of s tates of two overlapping Hubbard bands, 
so that the Fermi energy will be in the pseudogap which would give a 
positive effect. The decrease in the absolute value of the magnetore-
sistivity with increase in manganese concentration may be arising from 
an increase in mobility with increase in trans ition metal content. 
Qualitatively, the effect of a magnetic fi eld (eithe r of externa l or 
internal origin) would be to s tabilize the "moment " so that the magnetic 
cross section and hence the resistivity would be increased . The actual 
situation, however , appears to be more compl ex, and there is no quanti-
tative theory of the nature of the observed negative magnetoresistivity. 
Clearly, further theoretical and experimental studi es of amorphous 
alloys are needed. The x-ray diffract ion experiments are not suffi ci ent 
to establisb the fine det ails of the structu re ana lys i s. Neutron dif-
fraction experi ments would certainly help. Unfortunate ly, the size and 
especially the thickness of the quenched specimens do create experi-
mental difficulties. Heat capacity measurements might also be of 
interes t, as more light could be shed on the magneti c properties. 
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Finally, a lot of the complications due to the presence of three kinds 
of atoms would be reduced by studying amorphous binary alloys whenever 
possible. 
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